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Eyes wi< de open 
1 didn't think   ^M ̂    Escort service 
it could      V V    numbers up 
happen to me'     j •        after incident 
By Samantha Johnston*                                      Effatt By Ryan Sullivan 
Reporter                                      ■ Reporter 
On Sept. 16, with a gun tucked          ^^MR' Following the recently reported 
into his waistband, an unidenti-          VHS sexual assault of a University 
Red male allegedly approached                gfc student near campus, the cam- 
a woman's car stopped at a red                 « pus escort service has seen a 
light                                              3 spike in the number of calls it 
After ordering her to drive to                 M has received. 
a parking lot on South College In the week preceding the 
Street she was allegedly forced attack, there were 156 students 
into the back seat and sexually who requested to be escorted. 
assaulted.                                               aUj Since the attack, that number 
"I didn't think it could hap- has increased to more than 240 
pen to me," is what many vic- students. 
tims of sexual assault tell lulie The main purpose of the group 
Broadwell, Program Manager of is to make sure any student who 
Victims Services at Wood County               £* is worried about getting from 
Behavioral Connections. place to place on campus does 
Ten   sexual   offenses  were not have to go alone. 
reported on campus in 2006, A total of 11 student employ- 
according to )im Weigand, chief ees are staffed to escort people 
of campus police.                                      "* to their destinations. 
"I think if there was more rec- In addition to escorting stu- 
ognition of how prevalent the dents on foot, the group also 
crime is, it might help reduce it," has a vehicle that can be used to 
Broadwell said. take students to and from work. 
With   University   programs                **■ One of the group's supervi- 
dedicated  to  sexual  assault                *5» sors, senior Brandon Scribner, 
education,   including  Sexual                 i; said there is a sense of self-ful- 
Vjjsauh  Information  Network           jafl fillment that comes from work- 
and Men Educating Men on the           I^Ri ing for the escort service. 
Prevention of Sexual Assault,           sL^B "It comes with a heightened 
awareness is possible.                          ^^B level of responsibility," Scribner 
University senior  Nikolette               flP said. 
Barnes, a peer educator for                Hft This service is also for faculty 
SAIN, said she believes break-                '^R and staff. The escort service is 
ing down society's sex roles can               ijK there to ensure that anybody 
help work toward prevention.                   ff 
See ESCORT | Page 2 




By Christy Johmon 
Special Sections Editor 
The Latino Student Union real- 
ized how important alumni rela- 
tions are when the organization 
got a call earlier this month ask- 
ing if contestants from the MTV 
reality show "Making the Band 4" 
would lx' welcome guests at their 
homecoming jump-off. 
And while plans for the home- 
coming jump-off had been in 
the works since the beginning of 
the school year, ISU President 
I aura Saavedra and her cabinet 
embraced the chance to have an 
addition to their event. 
"We weren't planning on hav- 
ing Making the Hand at this event, 
but when they contacted us, we 
ran with it," Saavedra said. "She 
really hooked us up." 
The "she" Saavedra is referring 
to is 1998 University graduate 
Philana Boles, who is the publicist 
and event coordinator for Making 
the Band 4. Saavedra explained. 
Boles graduated from the 
University with a bachelor's 
degree in Fnglish with an empha- 
sis on creative writing. While at 
die University she was involved 
in forensic debate, winning two 
state titles, and was also a senator- 
at-large for the Undergraduate 
Student Government. 
"Making the Band 4 is making 
a stop in Toledo for a charity orga- 
nization on Saturday, and Boles 
wanted stop in BG too," Saavedra 
said. 
The University of Toledo made 
a bid to have the MTV reality show 
stop there, but Boles alliance with 
her old Alma Mater was deemed 
more important than making 
money, or at least that's how it 
seems, Saavedra said. 
The event itself will feature live 
music from nationally renowned 
Dl llaco. who is also the No. 1 
R Reggaeton Dl in the United 
States. 
Making the Hand 4 members 
will be signing autographs and are 
said to be perfonning a song for 
event attendees. 
ISU's Public Relations coordi- 
nator Iisit Chalupa said thai the 
event will be a great chance let 
LSU members to get to know each 
other better, and will give oppor- 
tunities for other members of the 
snident body to kick back and 
have a good time, 
"1 think it is a better idea when 
organizations have events that 
include everyone and not just 
their specific group," said sopho- 
more Ashley White. 
The homecoming jump-off is 
one of many events that LSU has 
planned from Sept. 15 through 
Oct. 15, which is Latino Heritage 
Month. 
See LSU | Page 2 
Meal plan rollover is here to 
stay - at least for now 
By Glna Potthoff 
Reporter 
Students won't have to worry 
about the University eliminat- 
ing meal plan rollover in the 
near future. 
Meal plans purchased for the 
2007-08 academic year keep the 
ability to rollover end-of-semes- 
ter balances to future semesters 
as long as the student remains 
at the University. 
Officials attempted to change 
the meal plan last school year 
by getting rid of rollover, but 
were unable to do so. 
Gail Finan, director of din- 
ing services, said that although 
all the appropriate persons 
approved the new meal plan 
proposal for last school year, the 
new plan could not be adopted 
because there were not enough 
resources available to take on 
such a transition. 
"So as of right now, there is no 
plan to change the meal plan," 
Finan said. 
Upperclassmen currently 
have residential dollars, flex 
funds, rollover residential dol- 
lars, rollover flex funds and BGI 
capabilities to keep track of, 
said Finan. 
On top of those five catego- 
ries, the University would need 
to have a separate place for 
semester rollover for those stu- 
dents as well, which is why the 
University does not have the 
capabilities to perform such a 
transition. 
The current meal plan pro- 
vides students with many 
advantages, such as balances 
expiring only once a student 
leaves the University, graduates 
or is not registered for two con- 
secutive semesters. 
So when students study 
abroad, their meal plan money 
is here waiting for them, Finan 
said. 
Students also get the bene- 
fit of using their meal plans at 
campus stores such as Chily's, 
Temptations in Offenhauer and 
Cravings in Founders, which is 
not an option on other universi- 
ties. 
Not many other schools have 
meal plan rollover, Fuian said. 
See ROLLOVER | Page 2 
Theater department proves its talent 
Four actors unite this week to portray the intertwining of tragedy and love with math 
By Jaislca Hylton 
Reporter 
When people go to the theater they 
don't expect to hear about complex 
rnathematjcal equations. 
The Theater Department at the 
University is featuring the show 
"Proof by David Auburn tonight 
at 8 through Sunday in the loe E 
Brown Theatre on campus. 
"Proof is a story about a young 
woman named Catherine whose 
father is an ingenious mathemati- 
cian. When a brilliant mathemati- 
cal proof is discovered in Robert 
and Catherine's house, the tnirh 
about the authorship is put to seri- 
ous question Catherine stniggks 
with grid, fear and anticipation as 
past and present events suddenly 
collide. 
Junior Alex Bean, who plays the 
role of Catherine's father Robert, 
said that though the play focuses on 
a mathematical proof and brilliant 
mathematicians, it takes on "deeply 
personal aspects" that every person 
can relate to. 
With a cast of only four actors 
there is a strong sense of unit)' and 
Bow that reflects the relationships 
not only on stage but off stage as 
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS    TKt BC NEWS 
OH STAGE: Tim Schalfei as Hal. Megan Grandstalf as Clan, and Jama Huddleston as 
Catherine perform in this weeks production of "Proof" which opens tonight. 
well. Graduate student Timothy 
Schaffer, who plays the role of Hal, 
said how dose knit the cast had 
become 
Being a college production, 
Schaffer explained, the educational 
process was a highlight as wcU. 
Bean agreed and added that 
watching the production grow and 
turn into what it is now was one of 
the best parts about being involved. 
Senior lanna Huddleston, who 
plays Catherine, describes her char- 
acter as one who want to take the 
workl by its reins. 
"She wants to reach out and grab 
life," Huddleston said. 
The role of Catlierine is a seem- 
ingly ctifficult part to play. However, 
Huddleston said the role has been 
fun to portray. 
Through tragedy, romance, sex- 
ism. betrayal and love; one can find 
a common ground within "Proof. 
"I'Proof is| a journey in which 
people figure out who they are by 
their interaction with others" said 
the director Nicok- Mantino. 
k yiSIT B6NEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
2        Jay.SfpiOTb«i27.2(X17 
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AWARE 
From Page 1 
"\ lol of limes, sexual assailh 
is a reflection of people feeling 
like the] dont fit Into these roles, 
Barnes said 
Man, Knieger, ditectoi of the 
Women's (lenter, believes educa- 
tion does a lot hut still does not 
prevent sexual assault 
"When I talk to women I talk 
about rape awareness, but only 
men can prevent rape," Knieger 
said 
w uli prevention out of victims' 
hands, it's important to lake the 
sieps thai ma) lead to safety 
"In terms of risk-reduction for 
potential victims, I think the pri- 
mary thing is 10 be aware of how 
often il occurs and be aware of 
nskv situations," Bioadwcllsaid. 
11. Tony lletriekof the Howling 
Green Police Division advises stu- 
dents to avoid walking the Streets 
alone at night and to Stay aware of 
MIIII surroundings at all times. 
"No one is going to criticize 
someone for asking for assistance 
when they don't feel comfort- 
able," lletricksaid. 
Mure   the   most   prevalent 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
I to cofrecl all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
In an article in yesterdays issue of 
The BG News, the name of the 
dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, Donald Nieman. was 
misspelled. 
There are things 
that we don I want 
to happen luil have 
to accept, thing*) we 
don I want to Know 
but hare to learn, 
ana people we can'/ 
live without but 
haIY li> Id i/o. 
Author Unknown 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
September 27" 2007 
offenders of sexual assault are 
acquaintances of the victims, 
I letrick siresses the terrible cata- 
lyst alcohol can lie in these situa- 
tions He believes avoiding drink- 
ing excessively can help prevent 
uncomfortable eircu instances. 
Wcigand suggests walking 
quickly and with confidence, 
using highly-traveled routes. 
Whenever possible, he said use 
the campus shuttle or escort ser- 
vice. 
Bui Howling Green and Wood 
County offer many options for 
those who cannot avoid a preda- 
tor. 
The Wood County Sexual 
Assault Protocol is also available 
to victims. 
"The idea is we want victims 
to get the same information, the 
same services, no matter vvho they 
call." Knieger slid. "Whereveryou 
want to enter the system, you can 
doit." 
According to BroadweU, the 
Victims Center offersa24/7advo- 
cacj service. If a victim calls day 
or night, an advocate will be there 
for emotional support and to help 
son out the options available. 
"Your physical and menial 
well-being needs to be attended 
to first," I letrick said. 
LSU 
From Page 1 
The jump-oft is open to the 
public and is scheduled for 
Friday night from li to midnight 
in room 202 of the Union. 1*15- 
sale tickets are SH and will be on 
sale at the Union tables today 
and Friday from 11 a.m.to4p.m. 
Tickets at the door will beSIO. 
ESCORT 
From Page 1 
who feels the need for a safer 
way to get somewhere has 
one. 
The group was originally 
started in the early '80s as a 
volunteer organization before 
becominganofficial University 
funded organization in 1996. 
When the 1-scort Service 
changed over to a student 
organization, they started 
getting funding from the 
Department of Public Safety 
and this enabled them to get a 
vehicle so that they could take 
students off campus quicker. 
A problem l he group faced 
early on was t he lack of interest 
to volunteer for the group and 
this resulted in odd hours. 
Now. however, the service 
runs from Sunday through 
Thursday from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. 
and on Fridays from 6 p.m. to 
10 p.m. They are staffed with 
five to people every night to 
ensure that everybody vvho 
calls can gel the service that 
lllcV rf(|UI-sl. 
A separate problem they 
faced was only being able lo do 
walks, limiting the amount of 
people they were able to serve. 
Now, most of ihe trips that 
the group takes are done by 
vehicle. Scribner estimates, 
"We drive 98 percent of Ihe 
time. For every 50 drives, there 
is one walk." 
"The service was mod- 
eled after other instate MAC 
Schools," Police Sergeant |ohn 
Shumaker said. Shumaker took 
over the running of the organi- 
zation in 1998. 
CHRISTINA MCGWNIS    tW'i.Ntv.s 
ON CALL: Brandon Scnbnei and Knsten Johnson take a pick up (all lot the Campus 
Escort service. 
Senior lordan Poynter, 
anol her of the group's supervi- 
sors, slated "it's a better feeling 
to walk." because it gives him, 
"a more gratifying feeling." 
Traffic tends lo be higher 
on Wednesday. Thursday and 
Friday because those are ihe 
leading days for on-campus 
student activities and people 
want a safe way lo get back to 
their dorm, apartment or car. 
Traffic also increases during 
the winter as it gels colder and 
darker. The average number of 
calls during the colder months 
shoots up to between 300 to 
350 people per week. 
The Escort Service also has 
a separate function ihey per- 
form during home football 
games. They are another set of 
eyes and ears for the police and 
help to deter crime around lent 
city before and after the games. 
They also watch the posses- 
sions of the band members 
during Ihe half-lime show so 
people don't walk up and steal 
things from them. 
According lo Shumaker, 
nobodv liascvet been attacked 
or threatened while being 
escorted by Ihe service. 
In addition, on several occa- 
sions they have prevented theft 
on campus, including stop- 
ping somebody from stealings 
University owned golfcart and 
preventing a group of students 
from taking the pads flom the 
volleyball nets. 
When somebody calls and 
wants to use this service, they 
will need to provide the pickup 
and drop-oft point, their first 
name as well as the names of 
anybody who is going with 
them ami the cotorof their shirt 
so they will be easily recogniz- 
able. Any and all information 
they provide will be kept com- 
pletely confidential. 
The direct phone number to 
get in touch with the Campus 
Escort Service is (419) 372- 
8360. 
Even though they say that 
on busy nights, it might take 
as many as 30 to 45 minutes to 
respond lo a call. ScriblMI says, 
"We will gladly slill do our jobs 
and do our best to ensure a sale 
walk to your destination." 
ROLLOVER 
From Page 1 
The University has had meal 
plan rollover for the last live years, 
which was added at the same 
lime as flex funds. Prior to this 
system, (he u diversity was like 
most other colleges with the "use 
it or lose it' plans, which only 
refunded the difference between 
a students meal plan and die 
next lowest one offered. 
Proposals were made last year 
in a move to rebuild the out- 
dated MacDonald Dining Hall. 
which was Imili in ihe 'tiOs. The 
leftover money from meal plans 
would go towards theS12 million 
project. 
"I know people think we're 
awful," Finan said. 
She explained that any money 
that doesn't rollover goes into 
a holding fund, which is used 
exclusively for campus-wide din- 
ing services improvements, like a 
new dishwasher for the Sundial. 
"Last year students under- 
stood die need lo build for the 
future." said (ill Carr, assistant 
vice president of Student Affairs. 
Daniel lacoby, student trustee 
to the Board of Trustees, heard 
opposite student comments. 
"I think we, as a 
University... must 
plan for the future." 
Jill Carr | Student Affairs 
"I know some of my friends 
were worried their money would 
gel taken away," lacoby said. 
A friend of lacoby has the 
S1,339 Bronze meal plan and still 
has hundreds of dollars left over 
at Ihe end of the semester. 
A meal plan proposal would 
have lo go through the hands of a 
food AdvisoryHoard, iheasso, i 
ate vice president, v iie president 
and president of student Affairs 
and Anally the Board ofTrUStees. 
"Student leaders would have 
input as well as the larger gn nip." 
Carr said 
USC, RSA and the Latino 
Student Union all had open 
fomms for these discussions in 
the past, so students would have 
a say. 
"1 think we. as a University, 
must plan for the future and 
use reserve money to u|xlate all 
facilities including dining facili- 





A vehicle parked in city lot 2 was 
broken into and a stereo and radar 
detector, valued at a total of $250. 
were taken. 
8:30 A.M. 
Overnight, someone entered 
through the back window into a 
house on South Maple Street and 
took a black purse. 
9:24 A.M. 
A white iPod Nano with pink trim 
was taken from a barber shop on 
East Wooster Street. 
10:18 A.M. 
Someone entered an apartment on 
East Napoleon Road and stole 40 
hats, two pairs of jeans and some 
cologne. The total estimated cost of 
the stolen goods is $450. 
12:20 P.M. 
An unknown person spray painted 
a bench at Bowling Green Junior 
High School. 
2:20 P.M. 
A resident of the Enclave apart- 
ments reported receiving a harassing 
note in her mailbox. 
232 PM. 
j   A cai was broken into on East Merry 
Street and a CD player and dash- 
board cover were taken. The cover 
I    was found in a nearby a Dumpster. 
749 P.M. 
A person called police to report a 
fight in parking lot on East Wooster 
Street The caller said a red van ran 
a stop sign while turning into the 
lot. nearly striking a pedestrian. The 
driver and the pedestrian then got 
into a fight according to the caller 
Both were gone by the time police 
arrived. 
Did you know. 
The first toilet 
ever seen on 
television was 
on "Leave It To 
Beaver." 
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cooking 
riculture whips up a 
esson for students 
By Kar.n Gaud.tt. 
MCT 
When is thai party pizza past 
its prime?The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture has a food-safety 
tip sheet for college students. 
College: A time of cold pizza, 
microwaved concoctions and 
ramen. Lots of ramen. 
Whether crammed into a 
dorm or an apartment, part 
of surviving college is learn- 
ing to feed yourself away 
from the guidance of family. 
Many young cooks are pulling 
together meals with little to no 
knowledge of food safety, not 
to mention cooking. 
So the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture hopes to help col- 
legiate cooks with a tip sheet 
on food safety, including when 
tailgate food is past its prime to 
packing tips for road-trip food 
to when you should leave that 
old pizza be. 




Here's a sampling of the tips. 
— Cold pizza for breakfast? 
Not if it's been out on the desk 
for more than two hours, even 
if it's meatless. Food-borne 
bacteria that may be present 
grow fastest at temperatures 
between 40 and 140 degrees 
and can double in number 
every 20 minutes. 
— Keep perishable snacks 
cold during your treks around 
campus in an insulated lunch 
bag with an ice pack or double- 
bag items to create insulation. 
If there's a fridge handy, stash 
food as soon as possible. 
— When tailgating with 
friends for hours on end, store 
perishables like meat, potato 
salad and chicken in a cooler 
except when serving to reduce 
the risk of food-borne illness. 
Don't leave food out of the 
cooler or off the grill for more 
than two hours, or one hour 
when the outside temperature 
is above 90 degrees. 
— The most important 
things to remember about food 
safety? Wash hands and sur- 
faces often. Separate raw meat, 
poultry and egg products from 
cooked foods to avoid cross- 
contamination. Use a food 
thermometer to ensure cooked 
foods have reached a high 
enough temperature to kill any 
harmful bacteria that might be 
present. And refrigerate left- 
overs promptly. 
ENOCH WU    IHE BG NEY6 
lil   f     i l . Student Union Programming held a woe 
Former dean tweaks New Jersey students' grades 
By Troy Graham an e-mail to his employees 
MCT ' I MAMA <"^M w\t\ r\_*\ mnrn ri mnnmnnt-il r_r_r\r»/*M       "Thnrpfnrp   1 am «*nn» von inii 
Women learn new fighting techniques 
PUT 'EM UP: Freshman Bemadette Wiqqin aims an efcow shot on Matt Swaney from ROTC The BGSU Police Department and 
Student Union Programming held a workshop on self defense for women yesterday evening. 
 r  r  
 
CAMDHN.NJ.—The former dean 
of the University of Medicine and 
Dent ist ry of New Jersey's Ca mden 
campus fixed grades to allow 
students who could have been 
kicked out of medical school to 
eventually become doctors, a fed- 
eral monitor said Monday. 
The monitor, former federal 
judge Herbert 1. Stern, did not 
say what would have motivat- 
ed Paul Mehne to pass unqual- 
ified students, 
"There was no indication that 
there was any "quid pro quo or 
that any of the students were even 
aware of what he was doing," said 
Inhii Inglesino, an attorney at 
Stern's law firm. "Our job was to 
report the facts ... whatever his 
motivation was." 
UMDNJ hasn't taken any 
action against graduates who 
benefited from grade changes. 
But the monitor said one current 
student, whom Mehne allowed 
to progress through the program 
despite failinga required test, had 
been placed on "academic warn- 
ing" for the rest of her medical 
education. 
"There can be no more fundamental breach 
of an educator s responsibilities than the 
violation of conventional standards of 
academic integrity." 
William F. Owen Jr. I UMDNJ President 
Mehne, who headed the 
UMDNI/Robert Wood Johnson 
Medical School program at 
Cooper University Hospital, was 
placed on paid administrative 
leave on lune 9. amid the moni- 
tor's investigation and just weeks 
befbn his planned retirement. 
The program in Camden trains 
third- and fourth-year medi- 
cal students as they transition 
from classroom to clinical train- 
ing. Mehne is accused of passing 
some students who did not meet 
minimum standards and allow- 
ing them to retake tests in viola- 
tion of school policy. 
Mehne lives in 1 lavertown. Pa., 
and is former associate dean at 
the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Medicine. 
In an interview with the mon- 
itor's staff, he denied instructing 
any faculty member to violate 
grading policy. But, the moni- 
tor said "documentary evidence 
confirms the allegations against 
Mehne." 
"Any improprieties could 
undermine confidence in the 
medical profession and could 
cause untold damage to the lives 
of innocent individuals at the 
hands of undertrained or unpre- 
pared medical professionals," 
Stern said in the report. 
The report said UMDNJ "has 
begun to remediate this prob- 
lem." 
"There can be no more fun- 
damental breach of an educa- 
tor's responsibilities than the 
violation of conventional stan- 
dards of academic integrity," 
UMDNJ's president, William 
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erefore, 1 sure y u join 
with me in expressing outrage 
at the actions of Dr. Mehne." 
No one answered the door 
Monday afternoon at Mehne's 
home, and his attorney did not 
return a phone call. 
When Mehne became associ- 
ate dean in 1995, he had grades 
reported directly to his office. 
Prior to that, grades were report- 
ed to the assistant registrar, Stern 
said. 
Mehne told the monitor that 
he did this because students were 
required to complete a course 
evaluation before t he grades were 
entered. 
"This explanation does not 
seem credible," the monitor 
wrote. 
Failing UMDNJ students must 
appear before the Academic 
Standing Committee, and they 
must take remedial measures 
before they can continue their 
education. 
During a six-year period 
reviewed by the monitor, 357 
students appeared before the 
committee, but none from the 
Camden campus — a number 
Stem found "incomprehensible." 
Inspecting Texas A&M program 
By Emily Ramshaw 
MCT 
AUSTIN, Texas — lor three 
years, inspectors from the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention found warning signs 
in Texas A&M University's bio- 
defense program — everything 
from unauthorized lab workers 
with access to dangerous agents 
to problems with how pathogens 
were stored. 
But die federal agency's annu- 
al inspections, obtained by The 
Dallas Morning News last week, 
failed to turn up cases of human 
illness and exposure to some of 
the world's most infectious dis- 
eases. The problems weren't 
revealed until a persistent bio- 
weapons activist and the news 
media began to investigate. 
CDC officials say they respond- 
ed immediately to news this sum- 
mer that A&M had failed to report 
one illness and several other 
exposures to dangerous patho- 
gens. They halted the uruversitj s 
federally funded "select agent" 
research, sent 18 investigators to 
the campus and issued an exten 
sive report on biosaleiv failures 
at A&M. 
But they've offered no expla- 
nation for their own oversights, 
raising serious questions about 
how well the agency polices 
select-agent research at nearly 
i.r>ll other U.S. labs it monitors 
and whether the public might 
be at risk. These and other bio- 
safety concerns will be the sub- 
ject of a congressional hearing in 
Washington next month. 
"The (federal] biodefense pro- 
gram has cropped up all over 
the country, and we have far 
more people handling biological 
weapons agents than at any other 
time." said forward Hammond, 
director of the Sunshine Project, 
the Austin-based organiza- 
tion that first revealed the A&M 
breaches. "What happened at 
Texas A&M makes me very sus- 
picious of the quality level of any 
of the inspections." 
Texas A&M Chancellor Mike 
McKinney, who has accused the 
CDC of "piling cm" at his universi- 
ty, said he doesn't fault the agency 
for "not catching every detail" in 
their earlier inspections. 
"It was our responsibility," 
McKinney said. "But people in 







826 S. Main BEAT 
Open LateUntil 3am!! 
Thursday - Saturday 
$6.99 
14" Large Pizza 
With Cheese & 1 topping 
Add a second pizza for only $6.00 
Offer expires 10/7/07 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
i 
FORUM "When I talk to women I talk about rape awareness, but only men can prevent rape. - Mary Krueger. Women's Center director [see story, p. 1] Thursday. September 27.2007 4 
PEOPLE ON   THE STREET   "Making the Band 4" is coming to the University [see story, p. 1]. Who would be in your dream band? 





PWra. Jimmy Fbge. 
Tommy Lee and Jennifer 






and Musiq Soulchild" 
SI ASIA JACKSON. 
Senior. Special 
Interventions 
"Jack Johnson, the 
Terminator, Ronnie 




and Computer Technology 
k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question7 Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
CHECK THIS OUT! 
"FORUM HOLDS A FORUM" HAS CHANGED ROOMS! 




Did you disagree with something one of our columnists wrote? 
Think there's something we should be writing about? 
Our columnists will be there to talk in an open debate. 
Come to speak your mind and get free snacks! 
Questions? E-mail thenews@bgnews.com. 
LETTERS TO 
'HE EDITOR 
Well, here, let me show 
you my credentials 
Vndrew I lascher, for some rea- 
son, believes that I have no rieJit 
in slate in\ opinions about (ion. 
David Petracus and his mostly 
pnilii able testimony because I 
lack the "education" to hold such 
opinions. 
Well, as much as I am 
impressed that I lascher would 
take the time to re-search my 
credentials, I am surprised at the 
unwarranted personal attack, the 
misrepresentation of my words, 
and the ignorance of my field 
ainl experience I "(ant touch 
I'ctraeiis." Sept 26|. 
Pot the record, my International 
Studies undergraduate degree, 
two critical advanced degrees, 
living through the Vietnam War. 
years of international experi- 
ence, and years living in Muslim 
countries and even within Muslim 
families, very well qualify me to 
my opinions about this war and 
u hat S said about it. 1 lopefully, by 
the time I lascher is my age, he 
can claim such authority. 
To clarity-1 never denied the 
generals remarkable career 
and qualifications, only that he 
holds his Current position largely 
because his ideas fit the adminis- 
trations'. This administration does 
not tolerate dissent. 
1 was also challenging Jason 
Snead's argument that the gen- 
eral's testimony is the sole "truth" 
about the situation in Iraq. The 
administration and its support- 
en have been consistently wrong 
(or they've outright lied — you 
choose) about the situation for 
nearly every one of the 4.5 years 
we've occupied the country. 
I, on the other hand, have 
usually been right. In late 2002,1 
wrote a letter to The BG News that 
stated then- were no weapons of 
mass destruction in Iraq (this was 
a radical and minority idea at the 
time), that invading Iraq would 
lead to anti-American sentiment 
in Arab and Muslim countries and 
to greater terrorism in the world, 
and that, to quote, "the syndrome 
that we will have to help select a 
successor to Hussein and remain 
in Iraq for a great many years, at 
great peril for our forces Iconsider 
the Soviet Union in Afghanistan! 
and at U.S. taxpayer expense to 
the tune of tens and perhaps hun- 
dreds of billions of dollars." 
Okay, so I was a little light about 
the whole cost of this war. But, 








I cuts; COLUMNIST 
Once upon a time, the United 
States enslaved part of its 
population for 225 years. There 
was no way to escape slavery, 
and t he slaves were treated in 
inhumane ways. This way of 
life remained intact for centu- 
ries because slavery was the 
basis of the Southern economy, 
fortunately, the mobiliza- 
tion of black America and the 
challenging of values by whin- 
America worked together to 
overcome what we now see as 
one of the most embarrassing 
businesses in our country's 
history. 
Thus, 1 was saddened when 
Brian Kutzley stated in his 
column Tuesday that "There 
really and truly is something 
at stake in the debate on every- 
day values" ("The Alarming 
Revolution," Sept. 25|. To hear 
an educated man imply that 
to even talk about these afore- 
mentioned issues could be a 
bad thing is heartbreaking and 
discrediting to the University 
as a whole. 
To improve, one must 
change. Without change, one 
cannot improve. For example, 
if a team loses all of their 
games, season after season, the 
only way they are going to start 
winning is if they change their 
game plan. If they decide there 
is nothing wrong with the way 
they are playing the game, they 
will continue to fail as other 
teams continue to exploit their 
weaknesses. 
Naturally, some issues are 
harder than others to dissect 
because of the different ways 
people view life in general. 
Kutzley brings up the concept 
of gay marriage, which is a per- 
fect example of this problem. 
It's a banle between the idea 
that all humans are entitled to 
equal rights that can't be vio- 
lated by those in power, versus 
the idea that homosexuality is 
a sinful deviance that should 
not be condoned by the insti- 
tution of marriage. Both sides 
have their speaking points, 
and everyone believes one 
See ETHAN | Page 7 
hy are you cheering for Ohio State? 
LIZZIE KELLER GUEST COLUMNIST 
"Roll alooongggg, you B(i 
warri-... O-IIL. I-O!... What?" 
Walking from class to class 
everyday, I sometimes wonder 
if I've spontaneously teleported 
to Columbus. I probably see 
five Ohio State sweatshirts 
for every one Bowling Green 
sweatshirt. Saturday evening, 
as I was driving down South 
Main Street, something that's 
been bothering me (and a lot of 
others I know) lately, came to 
a head. 1 noticed the Pagliai's 
sign. It read. "PAGLIAI'S Pizza. 
GO BUCKS! GO FALCONS!" 
That's right. "Go Bucks!" was 
on the line above "Go Falcons!" 
This may be one small sign, 
but it's truly indicative of the 
pride problem we have at the 
University. 
I know plenty of people who 
regularly leave BG football 
games early (or don't attend 
at all) to make sure they're in 
front of the TV in time to catch 
every precious second of OSU 
undoubtedly wiping the floor 
with yet another team. (Big 
surprise, right?) Newsflash: 
Sure, they're a great team, but 
you don't go to OSU! You're a 
Falcon! It's a lot easier to be a 
fan of a team that never loses, 
but OSU's doing just fine with- 
out you. 
If you wanted to be a 
Buckeye, you should have gone 
to OSU. You're a Falcon. Accept 
it. Be proud. 1 lave you ever 
seen alumni at a University 
event? Every one of them is 
dressed head-to-foot in orange 
and brown. We're talking 
orange suit jackets and bright 
orange, shiny stilettos (no joke, 
I saw some at the Sebo Center 
dedication on Saturday). 
Not proud? Find a way to be 
proud. 
Despite this OSU parasite 
on our campus, there are still 
so many of us who absolutely 
bleed orange and brown. For 
some of us, it runs in the fam- 
ily. But. for most of us. it's 
because we've found a way to 
love this place. 
Here are only a handful of 
examples: Successful alumni 
ol the University donate mil- 
lions of dollars to make this 
place better for us because it 
impacted them. Our student 
athletes spend so much time 
training and practicing (not to 
mention studying), and they 
don't fight to win for them- 
selves, they fight for BGSII. 
There are four people every 
year who run around dressed 
as Freddie and Frieda in all 
kinds of weather, at all hours, 
to encourage University pride 
at a multitude of events. The 
six individuals who make up 
Sl( Sl(' devote three years 
of their college experience 
masked and coverall-cd to 
promote University spirit. Two 
words: Dance Marathon. Ten 
people: 1 lomecoming court. 
I hose ten people have put in 
a ridiculous amount ol time, 
commitment and University 
pride to create positive change 
for future Falcons. Have you 
ever heard President Ribeau 
speak at an event? 
If you're not proud to be a 
Falcon, check out our represen- 
tation — not to mention faculty 
and staff, tour guides, orienta- 
tion leaders, Greek life, resident 
advisors, BSU, UAO, student 
govern ment and so many more 
who have found a reason to 
love the University, a reason 
to be proud and a way to give 
back and make it even better. 
Maybe you're from 
Columbus and you grew up 
watching the Bucks on TV 
every weekend. That's cool. 
Ma\ be you'll always be a 
Buckeye at heart. Okay. fine. 
But if you go here, you go to 
lit ISO. So, for the love of all 
things orange and brown, find 
something to be proud of and 
he a Falcon first. 
Keller is a junior majoring in 
biology' Swd ivs/mises lo ber col- 
umn to 0ienews9bgitBws.com. 
MORE FORUM COLUMNS TODAY ON PAGE 7 
The worst and most 
creative, film director 
He's almost universally loathed. 
He caters almost exclusively 
to the basest human desires 
— pleasing only the lowest 
common denominator on his 
best days. 1 le's been likened as 
a modem day lid Wood, the 
director of famously awful B- 
movieslike I958's"Plan 9from 
Outer Space." 
He's hack film director Uwe 
Boll and he, without any trace of 
irony, rales. 
If you're not immediately 
familiar with the name, it's 
because most of the movies he's 
made have been in and out of 
the theater in one week or so. 
"1 louse of die Dead," "Alone in 
the Dark," "BloodRayne," not to 
mention the upcoming"Postal." 
All of them are video game 
adaptations and they're all rela- 
tively low budget and widely 
despised. 
None of these projects made 
any notable amount of money. 
Each time they only made 
enough of a profit to pay off the 
German investors that funded 
the films. 
In other words. Boll is the 
Antichrist of geek culture. So, 
aside from making nerds angry, 
TOMORROW IN FORUM 
Jason Jones looks at 
Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad's visit to the U.S. 
Columns from Chad Puterbaugh 
and Nick Harvey. 
Schedule subject lo change. 
"The point is. Boll is 
a man who wants to 
make movies. And 
damn it, he makes 
movies!" 
what's to like? 
The Onion A.V (Tub recently 
published an interview with 
Boll. In it, he is very candid and 
sincere about bis passion for 
film-making. 
Boll explained why his career 
has focused primarily on adapt- 
ing video games into film. He 
said, "|l|n the beginning it was 
money... It's easier to raise 
money than if you come in 
with an original idea. But I also 
found more games I really like. 
I liked the game "Alone In The 
Dark" a lot. It's really creepy. 
"BloodRayne", I didn't like the 
game, but I liked the character. 
This super character with two 
swords, and she needs sex and 
blood to survive." 
That sort of passion, honesty 
and sincerity I find very appeal- 
ing in any sort of endeavor. 
Let me be completely 
upfront. I have not seen — and I 
frankly have no intention of see- 
ing — any of Boll's work. I doubt 
seeing them would change my 
opinion of him; I'm sun- the 
movies are as awful as everyone 
claims, but that's not the point. 
This is the point: Boll is a man 
who wants to make movies. 
And damn it, the man makes 
movies! He doesn't need to 
work within the Hollywood 
system, he doesn't need awards, 
he doesn't need big box office 
returns, he just needs the abil- 
ity to do what he loves: Make 
See GRANT | Page 7 
Our federalist roots 
still ring true 
When they formed our govern- 
ment, the group of men history 
has come to collectively refer to 
as "the Iramers" had a simple 
guiding philosophy: Too much 
power in the hands of too few 
individuals was a Fedpe for 
corruption and abuse as surely 
as it had been under the King 
of England Unfortunately the 
question of how to establish a 
government that could both 
operate effectively and yet not 
run this risk was hardly so 
straightforward. 
We hear in our civics courses 
of the answer they created, of 
the system of checks and bal- 
ances and the separation of 
powers. Yet the whole idea of 
the Constitution is often paid 
but a fraction of the attention. 
Thai idea is federalism — the 
division of powers between the 
states and the national govern- 
ment — and it was considered 
by many of the Framers to be 
as important as any of the other 
provisions of the Constitution. 
And yet two centuries later 
the American people seem to 
have forgotten this Perhaps it 
is thought of as antiquated, fly- 
ing in the face of more modem 
principles. Or maybe it has sim- 
ply been allowed to slowly die 
in the minds of citizens seeking 
only answers and not interest- 
ing themselves in who can best 
provide that answer. 
This is a dangerous way to 
operate, for when a people 
demand answers and do not 
pause to consider at which level 
of government the solution can 
best be determined and imple- 
"State and local 
government is 
simply far closer 
to the people 
than the national 
government ever 
will be." 
mented. Their drive becomes 
one for a national response 
even if it's the least effective 
way to solve a problem. And 
Washington politicians, sensing 
this perilous apathy, will almost 
never shy away from the chance 
to expand their own powers 
and gamer prestige. 
We as a democratic people 
should naturally fear and be 
wary of any government that 
seeks only to broaden its own 
authority, if even for the best 
of intentions. It is natural for 
us to expect our government 
to keep us safe and to address 
our needs, but we cannot and 
should not allow a government 
to cast off its constitutional 
restraints whenever a new 
problem emerges. We may be 
creatures of passion, but our 
government cannot be, for 
when a government becomes 
so powerful, it's no longer held 
in check by the system that 
created it, and the threat to free- 
dom and liberty is undeniable. 
A second danger is no less 
terrible than the first. The drive 
for a national solution to all our 
problems is, in essence, a drive 
for uniformity, but for a people 
of such diversity this is seldom 
the answer. Few challenges fac- 
ing us today can be truly solved 
See JASON | Page 7 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR an 
to be fewer than 500 words. These 
ate usually in response to a current 
issue on the Unrversitys campus or 
the Bowling Green area 
GUEST COLUMNS are longer 
pieces between 400 and 500 words. 
These are usually also in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
The maximum number of submis- 
sions for columns is two per month. 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification puiposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed. 
\. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an 
attachment to thenews@bgnews. 
com with the sub|ect line marked 
letter to the Editor" or "Guest 
Column." Only e-mailed letters 
and columns will be considered for 
printing. All letters are subject to 
review for length and clarity before 
printing. 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the view of The BG News 
! 
SPORT 
ifSj Now rushing your backfield 
BASEBALL 
Ecko to brand 
Bonds' ball, send it 
to Hall of Fame 
Yesterday on the Today Show, 
fashion designer Marc Ecko 
said Barry Bonds' 756th home 
run ball will be branded with 
an asterisk and sent to the 




The BG News' 
football program 
Good for information on 
Saturday's homecoming game 
against Western Kentucky. 
ONLINE 
The BG News sports 
blog 
Be sure to check out the blog 
for the scoop on all of your 
favorite BG teams. Visit 
bgnewssports.blogspot. 
CALL 
Today in Sports 
History 
1992—L A Dodgers clinch 
last place for the first time in 
team history 
1987—NFL players strike. 
1968-Bob Gibson of the 
Cardinals pitches his 13th 
shutout of the season. 
1950-Ezzard Charles 
beats Joe Louis in 15 rounds 
for the world heavyweight 
title. 
1940-The Yankees lose 
to the As and are eliminated 
from the pennant race for the 
first time since 1935. 
The List 
Oklahoma State football 
coach Mike Gundy has made 
major headlines for his post- 
game tirade last Saturday. 
This incident brings to mind 
five other memorable coach 
meltdowns. 
1. Dennis Green- 
After his Arizona Cardinals 
lost on Monday Night 
Football at home to the 
Bears. Green got ticked in his 
press conference, screaming. 
"They are who we thought 
they were!" 
2. Bill Callahan-After 
his Raiders lost a game, he 
called his players the "dumb- 
est team in America." Now 
Callahan coaches the most 
overrated team in Nebraska. 
S.Mike Gundy-He is 
a man! He is 40! And he went 
nuts over a column written 
in an Oklahoma newspaper 
about the quarterback he 
recently benched. 
4. Bob Knight- How 
can we forget his facial con- 
tortions during his famous 
game face speech? "I don t 
even know what a game face 
is." 
5. Jim Mora- 
"Playoffs!? Don't talk about 
playoffs!" 
I 
Athlete of the week: 
Diyral Briggs 
JORDAN FLOWER 
LINING UP: I 'mal Bnggs gels m position against Michigan Stale earlier this season. Through three games this season, he has three sacks 
Briggs makes life tough for quarterbacks 
By Chris Voloichuk 
Assistant Sports Editor 
1 >i\ i ill Brings loves defense. 
Last year, ihe redshirt junior 
defensive end made some noise 
on the front lines. He finished 
200b with 69 tackles for the 
Falcons, including seven sacks 
and 10.5 tackles tnraloss. In the 
six games he started, he showed 
t hat he takes pride in disrupting 
an opposing offense 
With a personal motto of "go 
hard or go home", he wouldn't 
have it any other w,iv. 
The Mid-American 
Conference also recognized 
Briggs' ahility to go hard at 
opposing offenses, as he was 
voted Defensive Player of the 
Week, in October2006 after com- 
ing up big in a 21-9 BG win over 
Uiuo Uuiversity. Against the 
Bobcats. Briggs recorded seven 
tackles, two of which were sacks, 
and another 3.5 of which were 
tackles for a loss. 
One year later, Briggs still 
couldn't be happier with his 
position on the team. 
(iffensive players have to be 
very calm and focused," Briggs 
said.  "Defensive  players  just 
have lo he reckless, and that's1 
what I love about playing 
defense. Especially me, 1 don't 
have a job oilier lhan to get lo 
the quarterback." " 
As it turns out, Briggs, a sport 
management major, has made 
a small career oul ol gelling to 
the quarterback. As a player and 
team captain at Mi. Ilealtln 
High School in Ml. Healthy, 
Ohio University, he had Ifi sacks 
in two seasons. During that 
titnefiaine. he led his team to 
II straight league wins anil gar- 
nered iwo first-team All-League 
selections. 
l-.ven now, a genuine love and 
respect for football in general, as 
well as his role on the Falcons 
defense, keeps him going. 
"lust the whole point of being 
oui there and being able to hit 
people, that's what I love about 
ti iot IMJL the contact of it," Briggs 
said 
So far this season, Briggs has 
iloni his part on an improved 
lit. defense. Through three 
games,hit 11 tackles, including 
i luce sacks and i hree tackles for 
a loss, have helped keep the 2-1 
Falcons in close games such as 
Minnesota and Michigan State 
and also push away in bigger 
wins, like last Saturday against 
Temple. 
Against the Owls, he netted 
five tackles, sackin the athletic 
Adam DiMichele mice. Brl ;s 
knew get ling to Dftflchele 
would be an important task for 
Win to take on if the defense was 
gc ling to halt the Temple offense. 
"I le w.\8 a very good quarter- 
back, jnsi ,ihle to move out the 
pocket and create plays." Briggs 
'■•aid. "I felt it was wr\ important 
thai I iry to contain him from 
making plays and scrambling." 
With every lackle, sack and 
quarterback pressure, Briggs 
continues to embrace the role 
be loves to play on the side of i he 
ball he enjoys the most: Being a 
disruptive force on the defensive 
line. 
lot the remainder of Ihe 2007 
season. Briggs lias a pretty good 
idea of what can be expected 
from him. 
"[You can expect DiyraU 
Briggsl giving it his all. and just 
being relentless to the ball, and 
never giving up," briggs said. "I 
ihink that's very important to 
me being able to play my part 
and do my role.'' 
BGNEl'.'  
BRINGING THE HEAT: Bnggs had seven sacks last season and 4 5 sacks in 2005 At Mi. 
Healthy High School. Briggs recorded 16 sacks in a two-year span and won all-league honors. 
THE BRIGGS BASICS 
Position: Defensive end 
Class: Redshirt junior 
Height: 6-4 
Weight: 250 
Hometown: Mt. Healthy. OH 
High school: Mt. Healthy H S 
Graduated: 2003 
Major: Sport Management 
Jersey number: 99 
THE BRIGGS STATS 
Career starts: 10 
Career tackles: 118 
Career Sacks: '4 5 
Career tackles for a loss: 13.5 
2007 sacks: i 
2007 tackles: 11 
2007 tackles for a loss: 3 
Letters won:.' 
MAC Player of the Week: 1 
.adwig shows early promise 
By Kevin Berger 
Reporter 
Over ihe summer Andrew 
I.adwig worked for an Internet 
advertising firm and didn't 
play much golf. 
But now, the 19-year—old 
sophomore from Grand Rapids, 
Mich, is helping BC's golf team 
to one of its best starts. 
Two weeks ago at the Purdue 
Midwest Shootout, I.adwig 
tied for first place with "team- 
mate lace Walker and guided 
his team to a first-place finish 
against golf powerhouses such 
as Purdue, Southern Methodist, 
Western Illinois and NCAA 
tournament finalist Arizona. 
"That was the best feeling I 
have ever had on a golf course," 
Ladwig said. "The team won, 
my teammate and I got first, 
as a college golfer that's what I 
look forward to." 
His performance at the John 
Piper Intercollegiate was one 
for the record books. Ladwig 
posted back-to-back scores of 
68, matching a school record 
with a score of 136 in 36 holes. 
He finished the tournament 
with a final score of 209, one 
stroke off the all-time school 
record for a 54-hole course. 
He couldn't be ignored any 
longer. 
Ladwig was named Mid- 
American Conference player of 
the week. 
I 
ANDREW LADWIG i BGMENSGOir 
SUPER SOPH: Ladwig has a first-place 
finish under his belt early in the '07 season. 
"His play doesn't surprise 
me at all," said Head Coach 
Garry Winger. "He started to 
play well last spring and he 
has continued to play com- 
petitively each round." 
The whole team is playing 
competitively. In their first 
three tournaments of the sea- 
son they've placed in the top 
five, including the John Piper 
Intercollegiate where Eastern 
Kentucky University had to 
set a course record, previous- 
ly held by BG, to beat them. 
Ladwig has a lot of faith in 
this year's team and doesn't 
want to let them down. 
"We have the most talented 
team so far this year," Ladwig 
said. "So that's a big motiva- 
tor to perform this year. You 
don't want to let that go to 
waste." 
One thing that has helped 
Ladwig become the golfer he 
is today is his confidence in 
himself. 
"I think I've become a lot 
more comfortable with my golf 
game," Ladwig said. "I can go 
out then and compete with 
everybody." 
Coach Garry Winger agrees. 
"Andrew has a little more fire 
in him," Winger said. "He com- 
petes hard and shows he can 
compete with anybody." 
Not only has Ladwig's confi- 
dence increased but his men- 
tal game has as well. 
"He's learned to manage his 
game," Winger said. "And that 
comes with maturity." 
"Coach Winger was a big help 
in improving my course man- 
agement," Ladwig said. 
Course management is 
a substantial part of golf. It 
requires golfers to think more 
about their game and how they 
approach every shot. For a 
young player like Ladwig to 
possess something like thai is 
a special thing. 
Besides all that, there is only 
one thing Ladwig really wants. 
"I want to see our team win 
tournaments,"   Ladwig  said. 
"And get to NCAA postseason 
play." 
He's well on his way. 
. 
Vick tests positive for 
marijuana, faces action 
By Kristen Gelineau 
The Associated Press 
RICHMOND. Va. — A federal 
judge placed lighter restric- 
tions on Michael Vick yester- 
day after the Atlanta Falcons 
quarterback tested positive for 
marijuana. 
Because of the result, U.S. 
District ludge Henry Hudson 
placed special conditions 
on Vick's release, including 
restricting him lo his home 
between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
with electronic monitoring 
and ordering him to submit to 
random drug testing. 
The urine sample was sub- 
mitted Sept. 13, according lo a 
document by a federal proba- 
tion officer that was filed in 
U.S. District Court yesterday. 
Vick, who has admitted 
bankrolling a dogfighting 
operation on property he owns 
in Surry County in his written 
federal plea, is scheduled for 
sentencing Dec. 10. He faces up 
to five years in prison. 
Because Vick violated the 
conditions of his release, 
Hudson could take that into 
consideration during sen- 
tencing, said Linda Malone. a 
criminal procedure expert and 
Marshall-Wythe Foundation 
professor of law at the College 
SIEVE HELBEII ! AP PHOTO 
HIGH TIMES: Vick will receive more 
restrictions, and random drug testing. 
of William and Mary. 
"Every judge considers pretty 
seriously if they feel that the 
defendant has flaunted the 
conditions for release," Malone 
said. 
"It's certainly not a smart 
thing to do." 
On Tuesday. Vick also was 
indicted on state charges "I 
healing or killing or causing 
dogs to fight other dogs and 
engaging in or promoting dog- 
fighting. Bach felony is pun- 




"When I talk to women I talk about rape awareness, but only men can 
prevent rape.  - Mary Krueger. Women's Center director [see story, p. 1] Thursday. September 27 J007 4 
E STREET   "Making the Band 4" is coming to the University [see story, p. 1], Who would be in your dream band? 




"Phil Ansekno from 
Pairtera. Jimmy Page. 
Tommy Lee and Jennifer 






and Musiq Soulchild* 
SI ASIA JACKSON 
Senior. Special 
Interventions 
"Jack Johnson, the 
Terminator. Ronnie 




and Computer Technology 
VISIT US AT 
BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question' Give us your 
feedback at bgnewscom 
CHECK THIS OUT! 
FORUM HOLDS A FORUM HAS CHANGED ROOMS! 




.   u disagree with sornethmg one ot our columnists wrote? 
>ncj we should be writing about? 
Our columnists will be there to talk in an open debate. 
Come to speak your mind and get tree snacks! 
Questions'' E-mail thenews^bgnews.com. 
LETTERS 1 
HI        FOR 
Well. here, let me show 
you my credentials 
\ndnvv ll.isfhci tin sonicii.i 
telievesthal I haw nn ligln 
to state my opinions about t len 
David IVtracus and his mostly 
able testimony because I 
lack the "education" to hold such 
.ipillliills 
Well, as mm h .i~ I .nn 
impressed that Hascher would 
lake the time to research my 
i redcntials, I am surprised at the 
unwarranted personal attack, the 
misrepresentation ol inv words, 
and the ignorance ol nn field 
and experience '"Unit touch 
rVtraeus,"Sept.26. 
Iin the record, my International 
Studies undergraduate degree 
two critical advanced degrees, 
thing through the Vietnam W&i 
years ol international expert 
eni i' and years living in Muslim 
countries and even within Muslim 
families,\en well qualify tneto 
in', opinions about thiswai and 
what's saidaboul ii I lopefully, In 
the linn' I last hei is my age, he 
aui claim such authority. 
lo clarity" I nevei denied the 
.'eiieials remarkable carect 
,uid qualifications, only that he 
holds his current position large)) 
bei ause liis ideas fit the adminis- 
trations'. This administration docs 
not tolerate dissent. 
I was also challenging jason 
Snead'sargument thai thegen 
eral's testimony is the sole "truth" 
tboui the situation in Iraq, The 
administration and its support- 
ers haw been consistently wrong 
or they've outright lied    you 
■ house about the situation lor 
nearly every one ol the 1.5 years 
we've occupied the country, 
I. on theothei hand, have 
usually been right. In late 2002,1 
wrote a letter to The ltd News that 
stated there were no weapons ol 
mass destruction in Iraq this was 
a radical and minority idea at the 
inn   ih,ii invading Iraq would 
lead to anti-American sentiment 
in Arab and Muslim countries and 
to greater terrorism in the world, 
and that, to quote, "the syndrome 
that we will have to help select a 
slH i essoi to I lussein anil remain 
in Iran, for a great many years, at 
great peril for our forces [considei 
the Soviet Union in Afghanistan! 
and at US. taxpayer expense to 
the tune of tens and perhaps hun- 
dreds ol billions of dollars." 
()kay. so I was a little light about 
i lieu hole cost of this war. Hut. 








Once upon a time, the United 
States enslaved part ol ns 
population for 225 years. I here 
was noway toesi ape slavery, 
and the slaves were treated in 
inhumane ways. I his way ol 
life remained intact fot centu 
ties because slavery was the 
h.isisoi ihi Southern economy. 
I ortunaiely, the mobiliza 
tionol hi,ii k \iiiiiu.iand the 
challenging of values by white 
Vmerica worked together to 
overcome what we now see as 
oneol the most embarrassing 
businesses in our country's 
history, 
rhns. I was saddened when 
Brian km/Icy stated in his 
column lucsday llial "Ihere 
really MK\ truly is something 
at stake in the debate on every- 
day values"    I hi' Mainline, 
Revolution," Sept. 251. To heai 
an educated man imply thai 
to even talk about these afore- 
mentioned issues could hea 
bad thing is heartbreaking and 
discrediting to the University 
as,i whole. 
lb improve, one must 
change. Without change, one 
( annul improve, lor example, 
if a team loses all of their 
games, season after season, the 
only way they are going to start 
winning is if they change theii 
name plan. II tliey decide there 
is nothing wrong with the way 
they are playing the game, they 
will continue to fail as other 
teams continue to exploit i hen 
weaknesses. 
Naturally, some issues are 
harder than others to dissect 
because ol the different ua>s 
people view life in general. 
Kut/ley brings up the concept 
oi gay marriage, which is a prr- 
lei I example ol this problem. 
It's a battle between the idea 
that all humans are entitled to 
equal rights thai can't be vio- 
lated by those in power, versus 
the idea that homosexuality is 
a sinful de\ iancc that should 
not be condoned by the insti- 
tution of marriage. Both sides 
have their speaking points, 
and everyone believes one 
■ ETHAN Page / 
are you cheering for Ohio State? 
LIZZIE KELLER 
Hull alooongggg, vou BG 
wain  ,,.0-H!... 1-0!...What?" 
Walking from class to class 
every day, I sometimes wonder 
it I ve spontaneously (deported 
toColumbus. I probably see 
five! Ihio Stale sweatshirts 
tin every one Bowling Green 
sweatshirt. Saturday evening, 
as I was driving down South 
Mam Street, something that's 
been bothering me and a lol of 
others I know; lately, came to 
a head. I noticed the Pagliai's 
sign. It read, "PAGLIAI'S Pizza. 
GOBUt KS1GOI VLCONS! 
I hat's right, "Go Bucks!" was 
on the line above "Go Falcons!" 
I his may be one small sign, 
Inn it's inilv indicative ol the 
pride problem we have at the 
University. 
I know plenty of people who 
regularly leave IHI football 
games early lordon't .mend 
at alii to make sure they're in 
trout of the TV in lime lot at< h 
every precious second ol osii 
undoubtedl) wiping the (loot 
with vet another team. (Big 
surprise, right?] Newsflash: 
sure, they're a great team, Inn 
you don't go loOSU! You're a 
Falcon! It's a lot easiei to hea 
I,in ut a learn that nevei loses. 
hut OSU's doing just fine with- 
out you. 
II you warned lo hea 
liui keye, vou should have gone 
to OSII. You're a I ah on. \a epl 
it. lie proud. I lave you ever 
seen alumni ,n a Universit) 
event'' Every one of them is 
dressed head to-fool in orange 
and brown. We're talking 
orange suit jackets and bright 
orange, shiny stilettos mo joke. 
I saw some at theSeboCcntei 
dedication on Saturday 
Not proud'.' I hid a way to he 
proud 
Despite this OSU parasite 
on our campus, there are still 
so many ut us who absolutely 
bleed orange and brown. I oi 
somcol us. it runs in the lam 
11\  liul. lot most ut us it's 
he, ause we've found a wav to 
love this place. 
I lere are only a handful of 
examples: Successful alumni 
ol the University donate mil 
lions ol dollars to make this 
place better lot ns because it 
impacted them. Our student 
athletes spend so much nine 
training and practii ing not to 
mention studying), and ihev 
don i licht towinfoi them 
selves.they fightfoi BGSU.' 
I here are foui people ever) 
yeai who run around dressed 
as I reddieand I rieda in all 
kinds of weather, ai all hours 
to encourage University pride 
at a multitude ol events. I he 
six individuals who makeup 
SICSIC devote three years 
ni their collegeexpei iem >■ 
masked and coverall ed lo 
promote University spun, iwo 
wonls Dance Marathon, len 
people: I lomei 111111111:1 milt 
I hose len people have put 111 
a ridiculous amount ol time, 
commitment and Universit) 
pnde in 11 eaie positive change 
for future I alums. I lave you 
evei heard President Ribeau 
speakat an event? 
If you're not proud to lie a 
I ali on. checkout 0111 represen 
latiiin     not 10mention faculty 
and staff, loin guides, orienta- 
tion leaders. Greek life, resident 
advisors, HSU. UAO, student 
government and so many more 
who have found a reason 10 
love die University,a reason 
lobe proud and a way to give 
I1.11 k.ind make it even better, 
Maybe you're from 
( olumbus and you grew up 
watching the Bucks on I v 
eveiv weekend. I hat's cool. 
Maybe you'll always be a 
Buckeye at heart. Okay, fine. 
H111 ifyougobere, yougoto 
BGSU. So, loi (he love of all 
things orange and hi own, find 
something to be proud oi and 
be,1 I ali on lirst. 
Kellei is a junioi majoringin 
si'i In spouses toiler col- 
umn in tlieneicsPbgiieu's com 
MORE FORUM COLUMNS TODAY ON PAGE 7 
The worst, and most 
creative, film director 
He's almost universally loathed. 
He caters almost exclusively 
to the basest human desires 
pleasing only the lowest 
common denominator on his 
best days. I les been likened as 
a modem day Id Wood, the 
director ol famously awlul II 
movies like I958's "Plan 9 front 
Outer Space." 
He's hack film directoi Uwe 
Boll and he. without am Hanoi 
Irony, rules. 
If you're not immediately 
familiar with the name, it's 
because most of the movies lies 
made have been in and out of 
the theater in one week or so. 
I louse of the Dead," Alone in 
the Dark." "Wood Hay ni\" mil to 
mention the upcoming "Postal.'' 
All of them are video game 
adaptations and they ic all rela- 
tively low budget and widely 
despised. 
Noneol these projects made 
any notable amount ol money 
Each time they only made 
enough ofa profit to pay off the 
German investors that funded 
the films. 
In other words, Bull is the 
Antichrist of geek culture, So, 
aside from making nerds angry. 
TOMORROW IN FORUM 
Jason Jones looks at 
Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadmejad's visit to the U.S. 
Columns from Chad Puterbaugh 
and Niclc Harvey, 
Schedule subject to change. 
"The point is. Boll is 
a man who wants to 
make movies. And 
damn it, he makes 
movies! 
what's to like? 
The Onion A.V t lub recently 
published an interview with 
Boll. In it, he is very candid and 
sincere about his passion tm 
film-making. 
Boll explained why his career 
has Iodised primarily on adapt 
ing video games into film. I le 
said. "Il|n the beginning, it was 
money ... It's easier to raise 
money than it you come ill 
with an original idea. Hut I also 
found more games I really like. 
I liked the game "Alone In I he 
Dark" a lot. Irs really creepy 
"liloodlfayne". I didn't like the 
game. Inn I liked the character, 
fins super character with two 
sw (nils, and she needs sex and 
blood lo survive.'* 
That son of passion, honest) 
and sincerity I find very appeal 
Ing in any sort of endeavor. 
Let me be completely 
upfront. I have not seen     and I 
frankly have no intention of see- 
ing — any til Boll's work. I doubt 
seeing them would change my 
opinion ol him; I'm sure the 
movies are as awlul as everyone 
claims, hut that's not the point. 
This is the point: Boll is a man 
who wants to make movies, 
And damn it. the man makes 
movies! I le doesn't need lo 
work within the I lollywood 
system, he doesn't need awards. 
he doesn't need big box office 
i it 111 ns. he just needs the abil- 
ity to do what he loves: Make 
See GRANT | Page 7 
V. 
ur federalist roots 
still ring true 
"State and local 
government is 
simply far closer 
to the people 
than the national 
M 
MSONSNEAD 
When ihev formed out govern 
nieni. the group ol men history 
has come to collet lively refei lo 
as "the I ranters" had a simple 
guiding philosophy: loo much 
powei in the hands ol too tew 
indiv idualswasa recipe for 
corruption and abuse as sure!) 
as it had been undei the King 
ol England, Unfortunately the 
question ol how to establish a 
government that could both 
operate effectively and yet not 
run this risk was hardly so 
straightforward. 
VYchcar inoui civics courses 
ol theanswei the) created, ol 
the system ol checks and bal- 
ances <im\ the separation of 
powers. Yet the whole idea of 
ihi'i oiisiiiuiiini is often paid 
but a fraction ol the attention. 
I hat idea is federalism the 
division of powers between the 
slates and the national gov ei n 
mint    and it was considered 
by many ol the I tamers to be 
as important as any of the other 
provisions ol thel (institution. 
And yet two centuries later 
the American people seem to 
have forgotten this. Perhaps it 
is thought ol as antiquated, fly- 
ing ill the lace of more modern 
principles. (It maybe it has sim- 
ply been allowed to slowly die 
in the minds ol citizens seeking 
only answers and not interest- 
ing themselves in who can best 
piovide that answer. 
This is a dangerous wav to 
operate, for when a people 
demand answers and do not 
pause to consider at which level 
of government the solution can 
best In- determined and itnple- 
government ever 
will be." 
mented. [heir drive becomes 
one for a national response 
even it its the least effective 
way io solve a problem. And 
Washington politicians, sensing 
this perilous apathy, will almost 
nevei shy away from the chance 
to expand then own powers 
and garner prestige. 
Mfe as a democratic people 
should naturally feat and he 
War) of an) government thai 
seeks only to broaden its own 
authority, if even for the best 
of intentions Ii is natural for 
us to expei t out government 
to keep us site and lo address 
our needs, hut we Cannot and 
should not allow a government 
to cast oil ils constitutional 
restraints whenever a new 
problem emerges. We may be 
(reaturesol passion, hut our 
government cannot be, for 
when a government becomes 
so powerful, its no longer held 
In check by the system thai 
created it. and the threat to free- 
dom and liberty is undeniable. 
A second danger is no less 
terrible than the first The drive 
lor a national solution to all our 
problems is, in essence, a drive 
for uniformity, but for a people 
of such diversity this is seldom 
the answer, lew challenges fac- 
ing us today can lie truly solved 
See JASON | Page 7 
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Ecko to brand 
Bonds' ball, send it 
to Hall of Fame 
Yesterday on the Today Show. 
fashion designer Marc Ecko 
said Barry Bonds 756th home 
run hall will be branded with 
: sent to the 
Baseball Hall of Fame in 
Coopeistown. NY. 
Page 6. 
The BG News' 
football program 
il in on 
. > homecoming game 
The BG News sports 
blog 
k out the blog 
for the scoop on all of your 
Visit 
bgnewssports.blogspot. 





1987-'.       <.   -strike. 
1968- n of the 
■ .ils pitches his 15th 
shutout of the season. 
1950- 
.'Louis in 15 rounds 
for the. weight 
1940-The Yankees lose 
to the A minated 
from the pennant race for the 
first time since 1935. 
The List 
Oklahoma State football 
coach Mike Gundy has made 
major headlines for his post- 
game tirade last Satuiday. 
I Ins incident brings to mind 
five other memorable coach 
meltdowns 
I.Dennis Green- 
After his Arizona Cardinals 
lost on Monday Night 
Football at home to the 
Beais. Green got ticked in his 
press conference, screaming. 
"They are who we thought 
they weie1 
2. Bill Callahan-After 
his Raiders lost a game, he 
called his players the "dumb- 
est team in America." Now 
Callahan coaches the most 
overrated team in Nebraska. 
3. Mike Gundy-He is 
a man! He is 40' And he went 
nuts over a column written 
in an Oklahoma newspaper 
about the quarterback he 
recently benched. 
4. Bob Knight- How 
can we forget his facial con- 
tortions during his famous 
game face speech? I don t 
even know what a game face 
is." 
5. Jim Mora 
"Playoffs!? Don't talk about 
playoffs!" 
I 
Now rushing your backfield 
Athlete of the week: 
Diyral Briggs 
\iAW 
JORDAN HOWE R 
LINING UP: 
Briggs makes life tough for quarterbacks 
By Chris Voloschuk 
Di\..illnil. - ise 
i year, ilie redshirt junior 
defensive end made some noise 
mi the from lines. He finished 
2006 with 69 tackles for the 
i s, including seven sacks 
and 111.5 t.u vie'- lor a loss. In the 
•.i\ games he started, he showed 
thai lie lakes pride in disrupting 
.in opposing offense. 
Wiili a personal motto oi too 
haul or go home", he .•    ildi 
have it am othei ■ 
fhe Mid   Imerican 
i onfereni e   also   recognized 
Briggs' go hard .it 
oppo< ■   es   as he was 
fefensive Playet ol the 
Week in October 2006 after com- 
ing u|> big in .i .'i 9 BG win over 
Ohio University. Against the 
Bobcats. Briggs recorded seven 
two of which were sacktj 
and anuther 3.5 of which were 
tackles for a loss 
One year later. Briggs still 
couldn't he happier with his 
position on the team. 
Offensive players have to he 
vi rj calm and focused." Briggs 
said. "Defensive players just 
have in he reckless 
A hat   I   love   about   playing 
defense. I specialty me, I don't 
have a job other than to get to 
the quartern 
As il turns out, Bri   - a sport 
management maji        - made 
.i small careet out i I        rig to 
the quarterback \s 
team cap 
High  School  in   Mt    II 
Ohio Hi' i 
ii   tv During that 
riineframe he led his team to 
11 straight league wins and g,tr- 
irst-team All-League 
ions 
I \ II i now, u genuine love and 
respect for football In general, as 
well as his role on the Falcons 
defense, keeps him going. 
"lust the whole point of being 
ii' and being able to hit 
pi    lie, that's what I love about 
ii mi hall, the contact of it," Briggs 
said 
far this season, Bi .;gs has 
done his part on an improved 
BCJ defense. Through three 
games, his II tackles, ini luding 
i tree sacks and i hree tackles for 
,i loss, have helped keep the — -1 
Falcons in close games such as 
Minnesota and Michigan State 
and also push awa\ in bigger 
wins, like last Saturday against 
temple, 
ist ... he netted 
kles, sackin.. he athletic 
Adam DiMichel \ice. Bri gs 
knew gelling to DlMichele 
would b   an i ant task lor 
him to take on it the defense was 
igt i hah the Temple offense. 
I le u is a very good quarter- 
hie to move out the 
pocket and create pi - Briggs 
■aid. I felt Itwasven im| inl 
that I try to contain him from 
making plays and scrambling." 
With every tackle, sack and 
quarterback pressure. Briggs 
continues to embrace the role 
he loves to play on the side ot t he 
ball he enjoys the most: Being a 
disrupt ive loi i e on the defensive 
line 
lor the remainder of the 2007 
season. Briggs liasa prettj good 
idea ol what can be expei ted 
from hi in. 
"(You can expect Diwall 
Briggs] giving it his all. and just 
being relentless t, ball, and 
never giving up, Bi ig>;s said. "I 
think that's very important to 
me being able to play my part 
and do my role.'' 
BRINGING THE HEAT: 
-   i 
THE BRIGGS BASICS 
Position: 






Major:   .     • Management 
Jersey number: ■ 




Career tackles for a loss: 
2007 sacks: 
2007 tackles: 
2007 tackles for a loss: 
Letters won: 
MAC Player of the Week: 
Ladwig shows early promise 
By Kevin Berger 
Over   the   summer   Andrew 
Ladwig winked for an Internet 
advertising firm and dldn'l 
play much golf. 
lint now, the 19 year- old 
sophomore from Grand Rapids, 
Mich, is helping BGSgoll team 
lo oneol its Best starts. 
I wo weeks ago at the Purdue 
Midwest Shootout, ladwig 
tied for lirst place with team 
male lace Walker and guided 
his team to a first place finish 
against golf powerhouses such 
as Purdue, Southern Methodist, 
Western Illinois and NCAA 
tournament finalist Arizona. 
That was the best feeling I 
have ever had on a golf course.'' 
ladwig said. The team won. 
my teammate and I got first, 
as a college golfer that's what I 
look forward to." 
His performance at the lohn 
Piper Intercollegiate was one 
for the record books, ladwig 
posted back-to-back scores ol 
68, matching a school record 
with a score of 136 In Mi holes. 
He finished the tournament 
with a final score of 209, one 
stroke off the all-time school 
record for a 54-hole course 
He couldn't be ignored any 
longer. 
ladwig was named Mid- 
American Conference player of 
the week. 
ANDREW LADWIG 
SUPER SOPH: Ladwig has afirst-| 
linish unii'i the 07 season 
"His play doesn't surprise 
me at all.'' said Head Coach 
Garry Winger. "He started to 
plaj well last spring and he 
lias continued to play com- 
petitively each round." 
the whole team is playing 
competitively. In their first 
three tournaments of the sea 
sun they've placed in the top 
five, including the lohn Piper 
Intercollegiate where Pastern 
Kentucky University had to 
set a course record, previous- 
ly held by BG, to heat them. 
Ladwig has a lot of faith in 
this year's team and doesn't 
want to let them down. 
"We haw the most talented 
team so far this year." Ladwig 
said. "So that's a big motiva 
mi to perform this year. You 
don't want to let that go to 
waste." 
One thing that has helped 
ladwig become the golfer he 
is today is his confidence in 
himself. 
"I think I've become a lot 
more comfortable with mygoll 
game." ladwig said. "I can go 
out there and compete with 
everybody." 
Coach Carry Winger agrees. 
"Andrew has a little more fire 
in him." Winger said. "Hecom- 
petes hard and shows he can 
compete with anybody." 
Not only has I adwlg's confi- 
dence increased but his men 
tal game has as well. 
"He's learned to manage Ins 
game." Winger said. "And thai 
comes with maturity." 
I loach Winger was a big help 
in improving my course man- 
agement," Ladwig said. 
Course management is 
a substantial part of golf. It 
requires golfers to think more 
about their game and how they 
approach even shot. For a 
young player like ladwig to 
possess something like thai is 
a special thing. 
Besides all that, there is only 
one thing l.adw ig really wants. 
"I want to see out team win 
tournaments," ladwig said. 
"And get lo NCAA postseason 
play.'' 
He's well on his way. 
i 
ick tests positive for 
marijuana, faces action 
By Kristen Gelineau 
RICHMOND. Va. —A federal 
judge placed tighter restric- 
lions on Michael Vick yestet 
da) alter the Atlanta I .'Icons 
quarterback tested positive tor 
marijuana. 
Because of the result. U.S. 
District judge Henrj Hudson 
placed special conditions 
mi \iek's release, including 
restricting him to his home 
between it) p.m. ami <; a.m. 
with electronic monitoring 
and ordering him to submit to 
random drug testing. 
The urine sample was sub- 
mitted Sept. 13. according to a 
document by a federal proba- 
tion officer thai was filed in 
U.S. District ('unit yesterday 
vick. who has admitted 
bankrolling a doglighling 
Operation on property he owns 
in Surry Count) in his written 
federal plea, is scheduled lot 
sentencing I tec, 10. i le faces up 
lo live years in prison. 
Because Vick violated the 
conditions of his release. 
Hudson could take that into 
consideration during sen- 
tencing, said Linda Malone. a 
criminal procedure expert and 
Marshall-Wythe  Foundation 
professor of law at the College 
HIGH TIMES: 
estnet 
of William and Mary. 
"Every judge considers prettx 
seriously it they feel thai the 
defendant has flaunted the 
conditions tor release. Malone 
said, 
"its certain!)  not a smart 
thing to do." 
On luesday, Vick also was 
indicted on stale charges ol 
beating or killing oi causing 
dogs to light other dog- and 
engaging In oi promoting dog 
lighting I ach felon) is pun 
ishable b) up to five years in 
prison 
I 
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Fans vote: Ecko to brand Bonds' 756th with asterisk 
By Rick Frvtman 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — The ball Barry 
llonds hit for his record- 
breaking 75(ith home run will 
be branded with an asterisk 
and sent to the Baseball Hall 
of lame. 
Fashion designer Marc 
EckOi who bought the ball 
in an online auction, set up 
a Web site lor fans to vole 
on the ball's fate, and yester- 
da\ announced the decision 
to brand it won out over the 
other options — sending it to 
Cooperstown unblemished or 
launching it into space. 
Ecko said he believed the 
vote n brand the ball showed 
people thought "this was 
shrouded in a chapter of base- 
ball history that wasn't neces- 
sarily the clearest it could be." 
Ecko. whom Bonds called 
"an idiot" last week, had the 
winning bid Sept. 15 in the 
online auction for the ball 
that Bonds hit Aug. 7 to break 
Hank Aaron's record of 755 
home runs. The final sell- 
ing price was S752.467, well 
above most predictions that 
assumed Bonds' status as a 
lightning rod for the steroids 
debate in baseball would 
depress the value. 
The asterisk suggests that 
Bonds' record is tainted by 
alleged steroid use. The slug- 
ger has denied knowingly 
using   performancc-enhanc- 
RICHARO DREW    APWiOIO 
THE RESULTS: Ecko will brand the ball with an asterisk, then send it to the Hall ol Fame 
ing drugs, fans brought signs 
with asterisks on them to ball- 
parks as he neared Aaron's 
hallowed mark. 
Bonds publicist Rachael 
Vizcarra did not immediate- 
ly respond to an e-mail sent 
early yesterday seeking com- 
ment about the ball's fate. 
Hall of lame president Dale 
Petroskey said accepting the 
ball did not mean the Hall 
in Cooperstown, N.Y., endors- 
es the viewpoint that Barry- 
Bonds used drugs. 
"This ball wouldn't be com- 
ing to Cooperstown if Marc 
hadn't bought it from the fan 
who caught it and then let the 
fans have their say," Petroskey 
told The Associated Press. 
"We're delighted to have the 
ball. It's a historic piece of 
baseball history." 
Hall of I'ame officials and 
Ecko are discussing how to 
affix the asterisk on the ball. 
It's not yet known when the 
ball will go on display. 
The Giants announced 
Friday they will part with 
Bonds after this season, the 
seven-time NL MVP's 15th in 
San Francisco and 22nd in 
the majors. 
Ecko, known for his pop 
culture pranks, said he 
bought the ball and arranged 
to let the public decide its 
future online as a way to hold 
a conversation about a classic 
American sport in the digital 
world. 
"This is obviously some- 
thing that struck a chord with 
fans," Ecko said yesterday in a 
phone interview with the AP. 
Bonds broke the home run 
record with a shot into the 
right-center field seats off 
Washington Nationals pitcher 
Mike Bacsikat San Francisco's 
AT&T Park. 
Matt Murphy, a 21-year- 
old student and construc- 
tion supervisor from New 
York, emerged from a scuffle 
holding the ball. He said he 
decided to sell it because he 
couldn't afford to pay the 
taxes required to keep it. 
Thomas testifies at sexua 
harassment trial 
By Tom Hays 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — New York 
Knicks coach Isiah Thomas 
testified yesterday that he 
never cursed at a fired team 
executive who has accused 
him of sexual harassment. 
In his second day on the 
witness stand at a trial in 
federal court in Manhattan, 
Thomas denied allega- 
tions in a $10 million law- 
suit that he repeatedly 
addressed the plaintiff, 
Anucha Browne Sanders, 
as "bitch" and "ho" while 
they worked together at 
Madison Square Garden. 
Degrading a woman that 
way "is never OK," he told 
the jury of five women 
and three men. "It is never 
appropriate." 
Thomas added, "I've 
never cursed at Anucha. I've 
cursed around Anucha." 
He also calmly played 
down a videotaped deposi- 
tion in which he suggested 
he would be more troubled 
hearing a white man call- 
ing a black woman a "bitch" 
than if a black man said the 
same thing. 
"It's very offensive for any 
man — black, white, pur- 
ple," he said under ques- 
tioning by one of his law- 
yers. 
EDOUARD H R GIUCK 
COURT DATE: New York Knicks coach 
Isah Thomas arrives at court yesterday 
Thomas, 4(i, also contra- 
dicted earlier testimony by 
Browne Sanders that dur- 
ing a conversation about 
season ticket holders, he 
snapped: "Bitch. I don't 
give a [expletive] about 
these white people." 
Season ticket holders "are 
the backbone of how we all 
make a living." he said. 
The jury was sent home 
early yesterday alter 
Thomas concluded his tes- 
timony. Closing arguments 
at the trial, now in its third 
week, were set for today. 
Grossman benched, Griese picked to start for Bears against Detroit this weekend 
DAVEEINSEL    AP PHOTO 
THE NEW GUY: Brian Griese will replace former starter Rex Grossman as Bears OB. 
By Andrew Seligman 
The Associated Press 
LAKE FOREST, III. — The 
Chicago Bears have seen 
enough of Rex Grossman. 
Now it's Brian Griese's turn. 
The much anticipated 
quarterback change became 
official yesterday when the 
defending NFC champions 
announced Griese would 
start this week at Detroit. 
At 1-2 and with the league's 
30th-ranked offense, some- 
thing needed to change for 
the Bears. So they turned to 
Griese, a Pro Bowl pick with 
Denver in 2000. 
"I'm excited for Brian," 
coach Lovie Smith said. "He 
brings a lot of experience. 
He's been a loyal soldier in a 
backup role up to this point. 
He's anxious to go. Our team 
will back him 100 percent 
like they did Rex. and hope- 
fully, we can get this thing 
going in the right direction. 
"Of course, decisions like 
this aren't made overnight. 
I've looked at a pattern of 
our play and the play at the 
quarterback position." 
Whether this is the end 
for Grossman in Chicago 
or just a temporary switch 
after several rough outings 
remains to be seen. He has 
six interceptions and one 
touchdown this season and 
got picked off three times 
in last week's 34-10 loss to 
Dallas. 
Grossman's        contract 
expires alter this season. 
"As far as week to week, 
no. We don't do things 
that way," Smith said. "Rex 
wasn't under week to week: 
I have to play a certain way 
or I'll lose my job.' I always 
let a player piay for a period 
of time to show us exact- 
ly what we are. That's how 
we'll look at it from here on. 
"Brian is our quarterback. 
The starting rotation has 
been established now." 
FALCONS vs. Western Kentucky 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29   Gpm 
DDYT PERRY STADIUM 
It's Homecoming 2007, and the "Battle of the Bowling Greens", 
as BGSU hosts Western Kentucky (Bowling Green, KY). The 
Falcons will look to remain undefeated on the NEW FieldTurf 
at The Doyt, and there will be a post-game fireworks show! 
W B77 B6S1I TICKET    BBSUFALCQKS.COM 
GAME PRESENTING SPONSOR 
*•,,"- 
Winters suspended for confrontation 
LENNY WNELZI     APfWOTO 
ANGER: The Padres accused Winters of 
purposely setting off Milton Bradley Sunday. 
By Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Umpire Mike 
Winters was suspended by 
Major league Baseball for 
the remainder of the regular 
season yesterday because of 
his confrontation with San 
Diego's Milton Bradley last 
weekend. 
The Padres claimed Winters 
baited Bradley, who has a 
history of losing his temper. 
Bradley tore a knee ligament 
when his manager spun him 
to the ground while trying 
to keep him from going alter 
the umpire during Sunday's 
7-3 loss to Colorado in San 
Diego. 
Winters   was   suspended 
because the commission 
er's office concluded he had 
used a profanity aimed at 
Bradley, a baseball official 
said, speaking on condition 
of anonymity because the 
reasoning for the suspension 
was not announced. 
Padres manager Bud Black 
declined to comment. 
"In this case, I think it's 
best for my position to just 
stay away from it." he said 
by phone from San I'rancisco, 
where the Padres were to fin- 
ish a series against the Giants 
last night. 
The 48-year-old Winters 
became a major league 
umpire in 1990 and worked 
the World Series in 2002 and 
last year. 
Birch Run Golf Club 
My 10 Minutes from Campus! 
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Leave religion out of our morals 
TOM HURST ; GUEST COLUMNIST 
Recently there has been an on- 
going religious debate in The 
BG News in response to Aaron 
Urbanski's guest column "We 
Need to Leave Religion Behind,'' 
ISept. 20| where he argues that 
religious faith is dangerous and 
divisive, and should not be seen 
as a positive trait. Believers and 
non-believers should not be 
butting heads, but looking for a 
reconciliation of values. 
In her reply to Urbanski, 
Caitlin Welch said. "No matter 
what religion, or even if no reli- 
gion, each person deserves to be 
treated with love and respect by 
all... people of all faiths would 
agree even though we don't all 
have the same beliefs." (Sept. 21| 
1 agree on this point believ- 
ing that religions should find 
shared values. But I agree with 
Urbanski that religion can be 
divisive, and that it's also not a 
good foundation for values. 
On the other hand, lennifer 
Clark argues that atrocities com- 
mitted in the name of God are 
extreme examples: (Referring to 
Sept. 11th hijackers) "Those men 
were members of an extremist 
group that had distorted the 
views of their religion... Instead 
of looking at misled extremists 
to see a true representation of 
faith, look instead to people like 
Mother Theresa,... who |has| 
"But that's just the problem with religious 
justification: Religious texts are up for 
interpretation and therefore dubious 
precedent for morality." 
taken the best ideals to heart 
instead of acting on misinter- 
preted ones." 
True, the terrorists justi- 
fied their actions by distorting 
religious views. But that's the 
problem with religious justifica- 
tion: Religious texts are up for 
interpretation and therefore 
dubious precedent for morality. 
While Clark cites Mother Teresa 
as a positive example of reli- 
gious character, Time magazine 
reported in August that Mother 
Teresa went without feeling the 
presence of God for nearly 50 
years. 
But what if she didn't feel 
that presence because there 
really is no God? Would that 
make her any less good? Even 
without religious context, the 
ideals that Mother Teresa took 
to heart are still admirable. I'm 
sure Urbanski would agree on 
that point and also that religious 
reasons are trumped by secular 
justification for morality. 
Secular values are supported 
by reason and evidence, and 
therefore can be appreciated 
by everyone. For example, say- 
ing that Thou shah not kill" 
because the Bible says so, is not 
a good reason, because for those 
who do not believe the words 
of the Bible, that statement is 
baseless. However, if you give 
secular reasons such as "killing 
is detrimental to society," there 
is evidence to support that claim 
that can be appreciated by those 
of many faiths. 
In the end, religious argu- 
ment in general should not be 
an issue. As long as there are 
problems in this world, debat- 
ing the existence and will of a 
supreme being is trivial. (living 
this debate priority over real 
world problems is irresponsible 
because solving it will change 
nothing, whereas the invest- 
ment of time and resources in 
other efforts could make the 
world a better place. Let us sup- 
port our morality with secular 
grounds, so we can be united in 
solving the world's problems. 
Hurst is a senior majoring in 
film studies. Sent! responses lo his 
column lo Iheneuis9bgnews.com, 
When empiricism is key, religious 
justification becomes outdated 
EMHURF0RD  GUEST COLUMNIST 
I've been following the discus- 
sion about religion over the pas) 
few days with a certain amount 
of amusement. But after the 
most recent round, I feel com- 
pelled to weigh in. 
1 would like to address the let- 
ur tilled "The facts are all there, 
just read your Bible," (Sept. 24| 
which exhorts us to "harden |our| 
heartls]" and "look into what it is 
that many people denounce" in 
order that we might come to real- 
ize the tnith about Christianity, 
and tone presumes) accept lesus 
as our lurd and Savior. 
Without spending too much 
time on the subject, suffice it to 
Say that 1 would find these argu- 
ments much more compelling 
if the writer had bothered to get 
his science right (e.g., we do not 
descend from monkeys: humans 
and monkeys share a common 
ancestor — perhaps you've heard 
of a set of fossils nicknamed 
"Uicy"?) and if the writer's logic 
were not circular: To prow the 
validity of his religion, he turns 
to... his own holy ixiok 
You cannot "ptOVB" the truth of 
anything if the only thing you are 
citing as proof is trie very thing 
you are defending. 1 am an empir- 
icist and I demand evidence that 
is not taken from a book compiled 
over the course of centuries by 
people motivated by their own 
agendas and biases and full of the 
consequent imperfections. 
The guest column "Embrace 
your faith" ISept. 24| is a well- 
meaning defense of religion that 
admonishes us not to judge all 
religions by the actions of a few 
extremists, falls into the same 
logic trap. 
The columnist claims that 
"lalrchaelogy, history, and even 
science more often Support than 
disprove the incidents and facts 
of IChristianityl." Is that so? 
The fossil record shows that 
the Farth is billions of years old. 
I listory doesn't record a person- 
age by the name of lesus Christ, 
and science has yet to locate the 
soul. What we know is that this 
planet that has been around since 
long before humans came down 
from the trees, and will continue 
on long after we've warred our- 
selves into extinction, as seems 
likely, given our historical track 
record. 
Atheists get accused, some- 
times, of lacking a sense of 
wonder — just about as often as 
we get accused of being amoral 
monsters. These accusations are 
unfair. Science shows us wonders 
from the subatomic to the univer- 
sal and, every day, we learn more 
about bow this marvelous world 
of ours works. 
Our sense of wonder isn't 
dependent on knowing that these 
tilings were placed here specifi- 
cally for our benefit. likewise, we 
aren't dependent on a set of rules 
laid down by a Mesopotamia!) 
sky god to tell us how we ought 
to behave — we can tell what 
"You cannot 'prove' 
the truth of anything 
if the only thing 
you are citing is the 
very thing you are 
defending." 
behaviors are' rewarded by society 
for being beneficial, and act ethi- 
cally out of sense of enlightened 
self-interest. We've already pro- 
gressed (or evolved, if you will) 
past needing religion to justify our 
existence and our tx'havior. 
We'll be waiting for the rest of 
you to catch up. 
llurford is a graduate stu- 
dent studying literature. Send 
responses to her column to 
thenews9bgnews.com. 
JASON 
From Page 4 
with a national one-size-fils-all 
program or policy. What works 
for Detroit may not work for 
Houston, and what works for 
Houston may not work for 
Dayton. To assume the con- 
trary is to act as a bulldozer, 
plowing through the many 
subtle differences that make 
our nation unique cither than 
accepting and navigating 
around them. 
Pause for a moment and 
consider the many levels of 
government that exist in our 
nation. Local, state and federal, 
each layer of government is 
more powerful than the one 
before it, and each is subse- 
quently further removed from 
the people. You as a citizen 
arc far more likely to cany 
on a conversation with your 
mayor or meet with your state 
Representative than you are 
yourScnator or the ['resident. 
Given this reality it is pain- 
fully obvious why federalism 
is such a key tenant of the 
American republic: State and 
local government is simply far 
closer to the people than the 
national government ever will 
be, So ii would seem that states 
and localities are in the best 
position to know the needs, 
issues, values and desires of 
their people. 
Somehow we as a nation 
have come to overlook this, 
believing that 537 elected fed- 
eral officials are almost always 
able to represent a nation of 
:i(K) million more effectively 
than any other echelon of gov- 
ernment. 
This is true in some areas, 
particularly those that involve 
the health, safely, security 
and prosperity of the union 
as a whole entity. Some issues 
therefore truly do require a 
national focus and initiative, 
and these responsibilities are 
certainly enough to keep our 
federal officials occupied. 
What we should demand 
of them diercfore is not that 
they produce the solutions to 
problems such as education, 
W elfare, gay marriage or abor- 
tion. Rather, that the federal 
government ought to respect 
tlif many differences in opin- 
ions and problems that exist 
today, as well as its own limi- 
tations and restrictions, and 
allow the states to resolve these 
types of conflicts wherever the 
Constitution permits. 
This is the system that has 
preserved our liberties and our 
freedoms for two centuries, 
and we should not now turn 
our hacks on the wisdom of 
the Framers. 
Send responses to this col- 
umn to thenews9bgnews.com 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news 
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page. 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main 7 B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
www.meccabg.com 
Apartments • Houses • Storage Units 
toe ON TODAY TO: 
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork 
and other info to make your search easier. 
Stop by or call office for update on openings. 
2008/2009 Listings coming soon! 
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November 
www.meccabg.com 
GRANT 
From Page 4 
mm lev 
I lis story is too ridiculous not 
to like. With his deft balance of 
charisma and insanity, he's not 
unlike Teddy Roosevelt. 
Consider a year ago, 
September 2006, when Boll 
challenged his detractors 
to a boxing match. This is 
completely true. Internet 
writers from sites such as 
SomethingAwfuLcomand 
Aiii't-lt-Cool-Newscnni 
showed up for this boxing 
match and were all beaten 
handily by Boll. 
Boll is a man who doesn't 
take guff from reviewers, And 
damn it, the man takes no guff 
from reviewers! 
These are principles I 
believe we all ought to apply. 
Legitimately, I think there isa 
lot to learn from Boll's mindset. 
Maybe not exactly literally. I 
wouldn't condone boxing your 
professor over a contested 
grade, but that idea of being 
creative as a way to bum 
energy and only as a means 
to essentially satisfy yourself, I 
think thai is kind of noble. 
Despite the fact that the 
overall products he makes are 
poor, Boll sincerely believes 
in what he does. It's refreshing 
and it's a reminder of win we 
ought to do anything creative 
in the first place — not to be 
noticed or praised necessarily, 
but because we enjoy the pro- 
cess ol doing it at all. 
That's the whole point. 
Send responses to this col- 
umn to thenews9bgnews.com 
ETHAN 
From Page 4 
side has more legitimacy than 
the other. With that said, the 
debate rages on. 
The problem at hand, 
however, is not whether gay 
marriage is right or wrong, but 
that Kutzley believes there is 
somet hing at stake by even 
debating these values. I le finds 
the whole t rend of rebuiIding 
our culture as "terrifying." 
These are his words j am sim- 
ply repeating: I am not making 
this up. 
Perhaps the most ironic pan 
of this is that the column was 
found in an academic news- 
paper. Why go to college if you 
are content to leave the status 
quo as it is? We don't live in a 
perfect world, so it's up to those 
who have the opportunity to 
continue to learn who should 
continue to push the envelope 
and initiate change. Not pre- 
vent it. 
Lets continue to be open 
to discussion about everyday 
issues. America has benefited 
from the debate (and as a 
result, the change) of everyday 
values. Domestic rape is now 
a crime. Employers are now 
required to provide good work- 
ing conditions for their work- 
ers. Food is now regulated by 
a commission to help prevent 
sickness. All of these things 
occurred when someone 
looked at something taken for 
granted in their everyday lives 
and said, "this could be better." 
Morningside lives in Howling 
Green, Send responses to Ids col- 
umn to thenews@bgnews.com 
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By Alison K«mp 
Assistant Campus Editor 
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Hafith 
Alzakri 
Hometown: Bristol, England. 
Home university: University of 
Wales, Aberystwyth. 
Major: Theater and Film 
Why she came to America: She 
never traveled here. 
Years spent in college in home 
country: Three years. 
Can you change your degree 
field: Essentially, Woodward 
said students are stuck. "Most 
don't change," she said. 
How are classes different: It is 
more informal at BGSU, while 
there is more distance between 
students and teachers in Great 
Britain. 
What is dorm life like: "Most 
people don't have roommates," 
she said. English students also 
cook more. "I was like, 'What? 
You don't cook at all,' " she 
said. 
Student invoh/ement:Students 
at Woodward's university may 
participate in one club. "People 
are involved in the university a 
lot more I at BGSU]," Woodward 
said. There's also much more 
school spirit at BGSU, she 
said. Students "don't go watch 
teams play" at Aberystwyth, 
Woodward said. 
Hometown: Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. 
Major: International Business 
Why she came to America: 
She knew she could get "a 
better education if I go some- 
where else," she said. "I'm 
here to...be a better person," 
Gebreeyesus said. 
Years spent in college in 
home country: Usually three. 
Can you change your degree 
field: "It's not as easy to 
change. I never hear some- 
one say, 'Oh, I changed my 
major,'" she said. 
How are classes different: 
Classes are lecture styles, but 
the distance between teach- 
ers and students depends on 
how well the teachers know 
the students. 
State universities are free for 
all students. 
What is dorm life like: Rooms 
are typically for three to six 
students. 
Student        involvement: 
Gebreeyesus said she sees 
BGSU spirit everywhere, 
while Ethiopian students 
don't wear clothing support- 
ing their university. 
Hometown: The lazan area in 
southern Saudi Arabia. 
Why he came to America: 
America is "the famous country 
for studying," Alzakri said. He 
was also awarded money from 
the Saudi Arabian government to 
study in the United States. 
Years spent in colege in home 
country: Four years. 
Can you change your degree field: 
It's not easy to change, Alzakri 
said, because the government 
keeps track of the number of stu- 
dents studying in each field. 
How are dasses different "Men 
and women only study togeth- 
er for medicine," he said. From 
the time Saudi Arabians begin 
school, the boys and girls are 
separated. Students cannot leave 
class without asking for permis- 
sion. Traditional dress is also 
required for classes. Students do 
not have to pay for school, they 
just have to be accepted. 
What is dorm fife fike: Students 
can live on or off campus, but on 
campus housing is free. 
Student involvement There is 
more interest in clubs at BGSU, 
but the Saudi Arabian universi- 
ties provide many activities and 
clubs. 
Students looking at 
the big picture, then 
the bigger picture 
last month, we focused on how 
our campus fit into the city of 
Bowling Green—small potatoes 
compared to this month's explo- 
ration into how our campus fits 
into the world. 
We are like a little falcon- 
shaped piece of a worldwide 
puzzle. 
This issue of In Focus provides 
a range of views on higher edu- 
cation internationally, including 
stories on study abroad expe- 
riences and programs, inter- 
national students in America. 
building international commu- 
nity cultures and more. 
For those who have had the 
opportunity and for those who 
haven't yet to experience a cul- 
ture different from their own, 
it can be a interesting puzzle to 
look at for some understanding 
of the way our world works. As 
college students we are presum- 
ably working toward a goal of 
making our own place in the 
workforce, the society and the 
world. 
So education worldwide seems 
a logical place to start looking at 
the future of the planet. 
And even though this section 
is only a small portion of the 
bigger picture, it could be one of 
those valuable edge pieces to the 
puzzle you are working on. 
Thanks for reading. 
It's quite a long way from 
ac East to Tours, France 
Theresa Scott 
Repo'ter 
Last spring, while most stu- 
dents walked through the snow 
between Mac East and the B.A. 
building, junior Marissa Sayre 
was walking around the streets 
ofTours, France. 
Sayre was one of the seven 
students who traveled to France 
for three months last semester 
as part of the University's study 
abroad program. 
While in Tours, Sayre stud- 
ied French at the Institute for 
Foreign Students and became 
familiar with the country's cul- 
ture. 
Sayre, who is a French major 
at the University spent her first 
semester at BGSU living in the 
French house. She said travel- 
ing to France has always been a 
dream of hers. 
"I was so excited when I 
bought my ticket to France. It 
was like the best day of my life." 
Sayre said. 
tours is an hour and a half 
train ride outside of Paris, and 
the group traveled to Paris 
about four times during the 
semester. 
She remembers traveling on 
the Metro into Paris and seeing 
a small orchestra performing 
beside the train. 
"You would never sec that in 
the subway in New York. 1 was 
just so blown away by it," Sayre 
said. 
One of the differences Sayre 
noticed while in France was 
in the way the French and 
Americans travel. 
"The French are not into 
the whole tourist thing." Sayre 
said. "They just want to go visit 
somewhere and live a week in 
the life of an American." 
"Everyone keeps saying T bet 
they hated you' but when I was 
in Paris I sort of got annoyed 
with tourists too," Sayre said. 
"They were there to take a 
picture and buy some Louis 
Vouton, but not to appreciate 
the culture." 
The cities in France were 
one of the highlights for Sayre. 
Sayre said the cities, which are 
built up around the center of 
the city with no real suburbs, 
were full of people every day. 
"France is obviously differ- 
ent from America," Sayre said. 
"You can walk across the entire 
town in a half an hour; every- 
thing is so close." 
While in France she also vis- 
ited historical landmarks like 
the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre and 
the Pont du Gard, an ancient 
aqueduct system that remains 
See FRANCE | Page 9 
University departments 
spread the culture around 
Christie Kerner 
Reporter 
Students are surrounded with a 
world of opportunities to learn 
and discover different cultures 
and societies. 
Departments such as inter- 
national studies, Canadian 
studies, Russian studies, and 
romance and classical stud- 
ies encourage students to look 
beyond the horizon. 
"It teaches students to be 
tolerant of other cultures and 
raises their awareness because 
if you really want to see what 
is out there you need to first 
understand where it comes 
from," Russian instructor 
Anastasia Alexandrova said. 
The international studies 
department has been focusing 
on subjects such as women's 
rights, religion, and politics in 
different cultures and societies. 
"We need to deconstruct 
stereotypes," said Director of 
international studies Kristie 
Foell. 
Learning cultural differenc- 
es before leaving the country 
hopes to better prepare stu- 
dents. 
"You could go through col- 
lege and never really change 
your opinions if they are not 
questioned," Foell said. 
Instructors encourage stu- 
dents to study abroad to fur- 
ther understand what they are 
studying in the classroom. 
"It encourages students to 
look at this culture with a dif- 
ferent perspective which edu- 
S» CULTURE I c 10 
Far from home, foreign students build new communities 
By Candice Jones 
Senior Editor 
The smell of charcoal was float- 
ing on the air in Carter Park two 
weeks ago while the Korean 
Student Association got together 
for a picnic. 
University students and pro- 
fessors from Korea met at the 
. park to get to know each other 
and have a traditional meal 
including sushi, cabbage, rice, 
spicy pork dishes and noodles. 
A Korean meal is just one of the 
( 
details of their culture that is 
hard to come by in the United 
States. 
"It's nice just to get together 
and haveatraditional meal," said 
Yeun Su Park, president of the 
Korean Student Association,. 
The main purpose of the 
group's gatherings is to help the 
students and professors get to 
know each other in a familiar 
environment. For Park, it can 
be an important part of coping 
with living so far from home. 
"When I am feeling homesick, 
I can always talk to them," she 
said. 
Same goes for Seung Soo 
Kwon, another member of the 
Korean Student Association and 
former president of the group. 
"Sometimes you feel like 
people from your own country 
understand you more," he said. 
Kwon is from Sole, Korea, 
and he also agrees that having 
the group helps him cope with 
being away from his home and 
his family. 
He also likes to use the group 
to teach others about Korean 
Culture. By having a group that 
supports him and his back- 
ground, Kwon is able to share 
it with his friends here at the 
University. Especially because 
here at the University there are 
no Korean language or culture 
classes offered, and this group is 
a way to include students in the 
culture. 
That, according to the 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Denny Bubrig, is one of the main 
objectives for any student group 
or organization. 
"Student organizations help 
make the University seem small- 
er," he said. 
The 300 plus groups on cam- 
pus are what help to make the 
University diverse, according to 
Bubrig. In the Office of Campus 
Activities they do all they can to 
help groups on campus estab- 
lish roots and set goals. 
Steve     Pagios     is     the 






Connection is another 
way for international 
students here at the 
University to find a 
community. 
It is located in 
218 East Hall. 
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New schools, new experiences 
How to plan for an upcoming semester abroad 
By Gina Potthoff 
Reporter 
Students could have more 
trouble choosing between 
five continents, 21 coun- 
tries and 32 cities than with 
the expense and difficulty 
of studying abroad at the 
University. 
It is recommended that stu- 
dents contact the Education 
Abroad Program a year in 
advance to plan trips since 
there are so many options 
and majors to choose from. 
"If students are just think- 
ing about studying abroad 
they should come in and set 
up an appointment," said 
Nicole Anderson, director of 
the program. 
Some students come in 
with an idea of where they 
want to go and others only 
know what classes they want 
to take for their major, said 
Tammy Mazute, graduate 
assistant to the program. 
The recommendation is in 
place partly for students who 
need to apply for passports, 
which can take an estimated 
H-IO weeks to get, and visas, 
which can take between 6-12 
weeks to get from the coun- 
try a student is visiting. 
Even though it's recom- 
mended students plan a 
year in advance, if a student 
came in the office today and 
wanted to study abroad next 
semester, Mazure said they 
would try to make it happen. 
"If a student is in good aca- 
demic standing, it's definite- 
ly possible," she said. 
After picking a country, 
students might be surprised 
to find studying abroad costs 
are comparable to regular 
college costs. 
Tuition and fees are com- 
parable to the University and 
the room and board is about 
the same, said Mazure. 
Molly Maykut, a junior 
majoring in English edu- 
cation, said the dorms in 
Australia where she studied 
last fall were in similar con- 
dition to those on campus. 
But most BGSU schol- 
arships can be used while 
studying abroad and food 
is usually cheaper in other 
countries as well. 
Additional costs students 
should plan for include an 
airline ticket, passport, 
spending money, travel 
money and possible immu- 
nizations. 
Planning trips ahead also 
better ensures students are 
getting the class schedules 
they want and need to stay 
on track, Mazure said. 
Anderson explained stu- 
dents who want to study in a 
certain country that does not 
accommodate their major 
will take elective classes, 
which shouldn't put them 
behind with proper plan- 
ning, and that most three 
or four credit hour courses 
transfer. 
"It doesn't matter what 
you study," said Christina 
Stefanik, a grad student peer 
advisor to the program. 
"Any study, any length, I 
would recommend it," she 
said. 
Stefanik studied in Austria 
this past school year and rec- 
ommends it for students to 
learn about new things and 
to examine their own cul- 
tures. 
Studying abroad also gives 
students a boost to their 
resumes, said fellow pro- 
gram peer advisor Chris Kay, 
who was in England this past 
spring for international stud- 
ies. 
Students are welcome 
to visit the Center for 
International Programs, 
located in McDonald North, 
Suite 61, Monday through 
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to 
set up an appointment with 
an advisor. Students can also 
contact Education Abroad by 
calling 419-372-0479 or by 
emailing edabroad@bgsu. 
edu. 
A Few BGSU Study 
Abroad Statistics: 
This is a portrait of University 
students who chose to travel: 
■ 127 students are currently 
studying abroad 
■ 458 students studied 
abroad during the 2006- 
2007 Academic Year 
■ Most Popular Countries: 
■ Spain 




■ Most Popular Majors: 
■ Social Sciences 
■ Humanities 
■ Fine and Applied Arts 
■ Education 
■ Foreign Languages 
Source: BGSU Education 
Abroad Program 
Interested students can 
also visit the Education 
Abroad Fair on October 11 
in 101 Olscamp Hall from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. to learn 
more about studying abroad, 
internships and student 
teaching. 
More than 30 vendors will 
be present with lots of infor- 
mation and freebies. 
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Experiencing Bowling Green for the first time, 
all the way from Germany to America 
ByChriiSojka 
Reporter 
Arriving to Howling Green 
State University on the first of 
August, Nadlne Parghaly, a 
foreign exchange student 
from Germany, was ready to 
see what the United States 
had to offer. 
Born and raised in Germany, 
Farghaly is attending BGSU 
for two years studying to get 
her Masters Degree in English 
literature. 
Along with the 12 credit hours 
she is taking this semester, she 
is also teaching English 111 
three days a week. 
When traveling, jet lag 
and culture shock are two 
common things a foreign 
exchange student stepping 
foot into the US for the first 
time may encounter. 
Parghaly didn't run into 
either of these. 
"1 didn't really have jet 
lag; it took me two days at 
most to get used to the time," 
Farghaly said. "It was not 
such a culture shock for me. 
"I am really impressed with all the ice cream 
flavors... one of my goals is to go through 
all the ice cream in my stay here." 
Nadine Farghlay | Student 
1 have seen Americans on 
television and in movies, so 
that helped." 
Fortunately, Farghaly did 
not come to BGSU not know- 
ing anyone; she knew the 
Austrian students that were 
in the Foreign Exchange pro- 
gram, too. 
Experiencing and trying 
new things can be excit- 
ing and bizarre at the same 
time. Farghaly is very sur- 
prised with all the food that 
is deep fried, and the array of 
ice cream offered. 
"I am really impressed 
with all the ice cream fla- 
vors," Farghaly said. "One of 
my goals is to go through 
all the ice cream in my stay 
here." 
Something else that puz- 
zled her is the lack of public 
transportation. 
In Germany, she is used to 
being able to hop on a bus 
or shuttle and get to wher- 
ever she wants. Farghaly 
flew into Detroit, in hope of 
being able to take a shuttle 
from the airport to Bowling 
Green. She was not happy 
when she had to take a taxi, 
costing S150.Q0. 
Farghaly is glad the 
University is compact rather 
than spread out. 
In Austria, where she has 
studied, everything is far 
apart. If she was in English, 
she would have to find pub- 
lic transportation to go to 
Psychology,   seeing how  it 
was all the way across town. 
Farghaly is really enjoying 
her time so far in Bowling 
Green. In her free time, 
when not in class or teach- 
ing, she enjoys going to 
movies, reading and spend- 
ing time with friends. 
While those activities 
keep her busy, she does wish 
there was a scuba diving club 
on campus. 
To get a feel for the differ- 
ent types of food in the area, 
every Thursday, Farghaly 
and her friend go to a new 
restaurant. So far, she has 
really enjoyed the variety of 
foods. 
Summer will be the first 
time she will go back home 
and see her family. 
Farghaly will not be stay- 
ing home the entire sum- 
mer though, she plans on 
doing some traveling and 
would like to get a job grad- 
ing placement essays. 
After graduating in 2009, 
she is not sure exactly what 
she wants to do, but knows 
time will tell. 
MOULIN ROUGE: Marissa Sayre, a University 
lours, at the famous French landmark. 
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intact from the Roman Empire, 
"There was just so much his 
tory. 1 was blown away." Sayre 
said. 
"In France there is just a more 
laidhark culture," Sayre said 
There is not a sense of urgenn 
like there is here." 
BGSU students met other 
international students during 
their time in France and became 
very close. 
"Now I have friends all over the 
world, and that's kind of cool." 
Sayre said. 
After three months in Fiance, 
six BGSU students traveled 
to Africa to spend two weeks 
in Burkina Faso. The students 
stayed with host families in the 
capital city of Ouagadougou. 
Sayre said the biggest culture 
shock came in these two weeks. 
It was so different. There 
were castles where the rich peo- 
ple lived and everyone else had 
almost nothing." Sayre said. 
While in Africa the students 
studied media and African cul- 
ture. 
Sayre speaks three languages. 
English, French and German, 
and she plans to learn three new 
languages, Polish, Italian and 
Chinese. She hopes being mtil 
tilingual will give her an edge 
when she masters in interna- 
tional business. For her. study- 
ing abroad has been a wonderful 
experience. 
"I would say to anyone who is 
thinking about, even those who 
aren't thinking about it. do it." 
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aduate Assistant for Student 
ganizations and his job is to 
p students gel theii groups off 
ground and also utter them 
lance all yeai long as they 
i the organizations. 
e recommends thai if any- 
is interested in starting a 
group, including interna- 
i and cultural groups, |() 
Into the office and talk to 
tout getting started, 
are nut ones in sa)  no' to 
ganizations," Pagios said, 
\- Ii ig as ii follows the <ore 
values of the Unlversin and does 
not (Hit anyone in danger." 
Research shows die Office of 
Campus Activities that a StU- 
dent's decision to remain at the 
University could he based on 
cheir involvement whethei U 
not they have found a commu- 
nity to be a part of or not. 
Hut Park warns of the down- 
sides of being caught up in such 
a small community. 
"It's always good to look 
beyond your own world," she 
said. 
Park said it is important lo 
also be a part of not just cultural 
groups hut also other groups. 
Otherwise, students could end 
up "limiting their boundaries 
and missing out." 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by Ip**^ 
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CULTURE IN THE PARK: Clockwise from the .op. A traditional Korean meal Ko.ean Student Association President Yeun Su ^ark wel- 
comes everyone to the punic Chan Lee(left) and Shinan Jang (middle) watch Dong Mm Kim prepare the Bul-go-gi on the grill. Sung Soo 
Kwon (right) and Dong Mm Kim (left) prepare the grill. 
CULTURE 
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raics them, and tuidici devel- 
ops yoursell as a person and 
the wav you see yourself and 
your country in [his world,'' 
Alexandrova said. 
One of diose new |Krspec- 
lives   i~   offered   through   the 
Russian department. 
The Russian department 
offers programs in St Petersburg 
and Moscow that range from 
five weeks, to a semester, to a 
year. 
The live week program gives 
students the opportunity to 
study in St. Petersburg where 
they will attend five classes a 
day, live times a week while 
staying with host families. 
"It's a great experience that 
opens so many opportuni- 
ties when they come back and 
allows many Students to see 
what to do with their majors." 
Alexandrova said. 
Students also have the oppor- 
tunity to join Russian Club. 
The many other language 
and cultural departments also 
offer similar programs. 
Students in the romance and 
classical studies departments 
are encouraged to sign up for 
a class known as Intro lo Study 
Abroad. 
709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
It is a one hour class that 
lasts for the last si\ weeks of the 
semester, 
We used to only give stu- 
dent-, the orientation booklet, 
now students can sign up the 
day after the study abroad dead- 
line for this class." romance 
and classical studies instructor 
Cynthia \Yhippli'said. 
Students will have the oppor- 
tunity to listen to students who 
have gone on the study abroad 
program in the past 
A Racebook group has also 
been set up to connect students 
who have and who plan to study 
abroad in places such as Spain 
and Prance. 
These resources encourage 
students to prepare early. 
"It's important to paint real- 
istic expectations for students 
because we want them to know 
that there will be difficult expe- 
riences." Wliipple said. 
All romance and classical 
studies majors are recommend- 
ed to study abroad and people 
who wish to teach are required. 
Students can also attend a 
general orientation held in the 
Union Theater to help prepare 
for the trip. 
Students who wish to study 
abroad through the University's 
programs will pay the same 
tuition as they would here. 
The Canadian studies depart- 
ment also offers programs for 
students to experience what is 
taught in the classroom. 
"i think it's something we 
need lo encourage because you 
probably won't find another 
time." Canadian studies instruc 
lor. liehecca Mancuso. said. 
The department offers a 
trip to Montreal and Quebec 
( iiv during [he week of spring 
break. 
Students will receive 2 credits 
for the week abroad. 
rhese programs and depart- 
ments continue to encourage 
students to learn about differ- 
ent cultures not only on a study 
abroad program but in the 
classroom as well. 
"You can ask more intel- 
lectual questions because you 
won't be starting from ground 
zero." Director of Study Abroad, 
Nicole Anderson, said. 
Siuily Abroad students have 
felt ready when leaving the 
University. 
"In general I felt really pre- 
pared. I look the cultural semi- 
nar class and learned about 
things like culture shock." 
alumna Nora Solomon said. 
The faculty and students from 
the cultural studies departments 
continue lo prepare students to 
learn about their world and the 
differences thai surround us. 
1 Cowardly Lion player 
2 Elliptical track 
3 Liquid samples 
4 6th sense 
5 Six-out segment 
6 One who pertorms 
7 Scottish Gaelic 
8 Org. 
9 Guitanst Paul 
10 Get ready 
11 Abrupt transitions 
12 Low joint 
13 Affirmative responses 
18 Debate topics 
19 Eur. defense assn. 
23 Male child 
24 One and only 
25 Former Russian ruler 
26 Mandlikova of tennis 
27 Colorful mount 
28 King of Judea 
29 Excuse 
30 Bamboozled 
34 Part of speech 
35 Part of a pedestal 
36 Mishmash dish 
39 Genuine 
40 Arrange for display 
t Suffer defeat 
5 Perfect 
10 Join the game 
14 Hertz rival 
15 Ancient Scandinavian 
16 Actress Russo 
17 Start of John Barrymore quole 
20 "Kidnapped" author's mils. 
21 Seductress 
22 Newton's fruit? 
23 ID Info 
24 Steady states 
25 Part 2 of quote 
31 Rhone feeder 
32 Hebrew month 
33 Cuts short 
37 Gasteyer of "SNL" 
38 Flag feature 
41 Cereal grain 
42 Called up 
44 After-shower wear 
45 Study by Chopin 
47 Part 3 of quote 
50 Finlay of "Great Expectations" 
53 Tic-tac-toe win 
54 Shaq or Tatum 
55 African language group 
58 Tummy muscles 
61 End of quote 
64 Powerful trend 
65 Serious situation 










Not with it 
"The Cloister and the 
Hearth" author 
Prickly husk 
Banned apple spray 
Verne captain 
Lhasa _ 
Ray of light 
Cut short 
Poem of praise 
"_ the fields we 
go..." 
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on Hi,- be* el tee* «->. eeta , rmi. <Tii(»in. 
nattorul origin, vxual ..rttnu,,,,,, iltuhllliv 
■taMseee vrt€r«n.or,inrlwl^»rtofaiiy olnri 
l,«4lt\ proMCNdmiw 
Services Offered Help Wanted 
WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD 




•■«1 Spring Break Website! 4 S 7 
night trips to BahamaPartyCruise. 
PanamaCily Acapulco. Cancun and 
more. Low pnees guaranteed. Group 
discounts for 8* Book 20 people, 
get 3 free trips! Campus reps 
needed www.StudentCity.com ot 
800-2931445 
Spring Beak 08. The Ultimate Party 
Lowest prices www.sunsplashtours. 
COJTLI-800-426-7710 
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn 
Cash and Go Free Call lor group 
discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed! 
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt 
avail tor sublease 1 male occup lo 
till vacancy ot 4 man apt Fum , $324 




lor S60! (216) 916-0564 or 
develandresume.com 
Students, we will clean up after 
your party...recycle your cans, 
bring the bags, etc. Call 419-352- 
1457, ask for Linn. Let us know 
when & we'll be there.There is a 
lee. don't get a citation. Call Party 
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457. 
Personals 
Bellydance-YOGA at Radiance Mind 
body studio. Come get your bliss fix 
with our fabulous classes Located at 
437 S. Main St Rm 3 Call 




IBARTENDINGi up lo S300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext   174 
Attention Part Time Work. Si5 25 
base-appt. customer sales/service, 
no exp  nee. conditions apply, all 
ages 17», call now 419-865-5150, or 
apply on line al 
www.worklorstudents com 
Beet up your resume1 Paid intern- 
ships at local telecommunications 
company located in downtown 
Toledo. Three positions available - 
S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll 
work with your schedule. Please call 
Scoltal 419-824-5819 
Childcare provider in our Perrysburg 
home, 3 days/wk (5 days mid Jan- 
mid April) Please call 419-704-3762 
Earn $800-53200 a month to drive 
brand new cars with ads placed on 
Ihem. www.AdCarClub.com 
Gymnastics facility is seeking moti- 
vated & committed gymnastic 
coaches who are interested in work- 
ing with competitive teams & recrea- 
tion classes. Looking for experienced 
coaches to help with girls competi- 
tive team levels 5 & 6. Pay is nego- 
tiable & based on exp If interested, 
call 419-873-0511 
LEASING CONSULTANT -part time, 
for BG apt community Sales or 
Leasing experience required. Please 
fax resume to (419) 354-7276 
Movie extras new opportunities for 
upcoming productions   All looks 
needed No experience required lor 
casting calls Call 877-218-6224. 
Perrysburg family looking for babysit- 
ter Tues. 8 Thurs . 8am-5pm, for 2 
boys, in my home. Alicia 419-874- 
8502 
Office cleaning 5-7 hours per week 
Own transportation required 
Call 352-5335 
Perrysburg family looking lor pi ba- 
bysitter. One afternoon per week, oc- 
casional weekends Must have trans 
and awesome references E-mail re- 
sume lo bwimsy@hotmail.com or 
call 419-787-9112 
Spring Break Reps Wanted Free 
Travel & Cash www sunsplashlours 
com   1-800-426-7710 
Undercover shoppers earn up lo 
SI50 per clay Undercover shoppers 
needed lo |udge retail & dining 
establishments Experience not 
required Call 800-722-4791. 
Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers, 
hostesses needed Apply in person 
at 465 W Dussell Dr Maumee OH 
43537 
For Sale 
1994 Ford Tempo 4 door, white, 4 
cylinder, automatic. 83.000 miles 
$1,400 419-378-1141. 
For Rent 
" Avail, now Rooms S225 mo. 4 
bdrm Iree internet cartyrentals com 
Call 419-353-0325. 
08-09 school year listings avail 
Also Jan 08 units avail 
See CartyRentals.com 
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325 
2 bdrm apartmenls avail immed 
Short term possible Pels allowed. 
4l9-409"-l1l0 
2 Irg. bdrms close to campus Spa- 
cious kitchen and bath Lvg rm hard- 
wood floors $495'mo 1 si and secu- 
rity. 419-514-7783 
3 bdrm house & apt. on Manville 
next lo water tower 
419-352-5239 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
1 bedroom apt Pels allowed 
Call 419-704-0133 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St 
Call 419-354-9740 
For a Great Homecoming, 
Come live at Varsity Squartl 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $490! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 















Get down to ttie stadium and enjoy homecoming weekend. 
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Home sweet homecoming 
Falcons host 
I, try for 
nth win 
in a row on 
homecoming 
By Bill Bordcwick 
Reporter 
This year's I lomecoming game fea- 
tures the Falcons playing a team 
from Bowling Green. No, tiny 
aren't scrimmaging each other on 
Saturday; they are facing Western 
Kentucky, which is located in 
Howling! Irecn, Ky. 
This will be the first meeting for 
the two teams from Bowling Green 
— the first battle for BG supremacy. 
Western Kentucky is in an inter- 
esting situation collecting their divi- 
sion. They used to lie a Division l-AA 
program and have now applied for 
Division 1-A eligibility, but they are 
under provisional status until the 
start ofthe 2009 season. 
So essentially they are neither 
Divison l-AA nor Division l-A, they 
are just in limbo right now. 
last Thursday, that uncertain sta- 
tus did not stop the I lilltoppers from 
hanging a 20-17 loss on Division I-A 
Opponent Middle Tennessee State — 
a team that competed in the Motor 
City Bowl last year. 
The Falcons know the type of 
opponent that they are up against 
and know not to overlook any foe. 
"We're the type of team we know 
anybody can beat anybody on any 
given day," said quarterback Tyler 
Sheehan. "We watched (Appalachian 
Statel beat Michigan - we weren't real 
surprised but we knew anything can 
happen but were going stay focused 
JOKDANFlOWiB 
IN YOUR FACE: Zaeh Charles returns a punt against Temple Saturday ChaHes has seven catches this season for 52 yards Charles is also averaging six yards per punt return 
"You could tell this team 
is much more mature. I 
feel we are really coming 
together to play as a unit" 
D'yal Bnggs | De'ensive era 
on what opponent we play each 
week." 
Sheehan is coming off his second 
MAG Player of the Week honor after 
passing for 351 yards and four touch- 
downs against Temple. 
Sheehan will need to be on the 
mark again as WKU may have that 
extra tidbit of info on the BG offense. 
New Hilltopper defensive backs 
coach Dennis Springer was an assis- 
tant on the BG staff the past four 
years, three of those were as the run- 
ning backs coach. 
Coach Brandon knows the sopho- 
more quarterback will not get rattled 
by anything the defense tries to throw 
at him. 
"I'm surprised |Tyler's| picked it up 
dlis quickly, as a tnie sophomore," 
Brandon said. "Good student of the 
game, he's like a gym rat, up dierc 
watching film all the time." 
As good as Sheehan and the offense 
have been, it was the defense and 
the special teams that really won the 
game versus the Owls last Saturday. 
That defense has been led by 
Diy'ral Briggs, lohn llanelinc and 
F.rique Dozier — who have all been 
swarming to the ball and making it 
very tough on the opposing offenses. 
"I am very proud of the way we 
played," Briggs said. "I felt like we 
came together and played as a team. 
You could tell this team is much more 
mature. I feel we are really coming 
together to play as a unit." 
If that swarming defense shows up 
again this week, it could be another 




68 FIRST DOWNS 74 
74-243 RUSH ATTEMPTS YARDS 182-749 
1058 RUSHING TDS 654 
97-151 PASSING YARDS 56-89 





TOTAL YARDS 1403 
225 
PLAYS RUN 271 
433.7 TOTAL YARDS PER GAME 350.8 
4 INTERCEPTIONS 4 
3-2 FUMBLES-LOST 12-4 
18-162 PENALTIES YARDS 27-231 
8-42 SACKS-YARDS 7-61 
16-44 THIRD DOWN 24-54 
2-3 FOURTH DOWN 1-3 
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By Bill Bordcwick 
Reporter 
li happened to Michigan — it could 
very well happen to BG. Michigan 
lost on the opening weekend to 
Division 1-AAfoeAppalachian Stale. 
And (he team l)(l plays this week is 
better than the Mountaineers. 
The Hilltoppers come into this 
game with a record 3-1 and just 
heat Middle Tennessee State. They 
are also in an interesting situation 
In terms of their eligibility status as 
they are a provisional Division l-A 
school until 2009. 
They are not quite Divison 1-AA 
but they are a team that BG should 
beat. Will that happen?Thai will be 
determined Saturday. 
"They beat Middle Tennessee 
State, who won the Sun Bell and 
played in the Motor City Bowl last 
year, so that gives you a little per- 
spective on what they're capable 
of," said BCi coach Gregg Brandon. 
"They're a fast team, they've got 
some good athletes,'' Brandon said. 
"Size-wise, we've got the advantage 
there. But speed and quickness, 
they match up pretty good, they've 
got some talent." 
It would not quite be the upset of 
Appalachian State over Michigan, 
but it would be an upset none- 
theless, Especially considering 
this is BG's Homecoming game 
JOHN A. GUIS ! APPH0I0 
BAD DAY: Middle Tennessee ki<ter Matt King (55) walk off the (ield aftet missing a 55-yard field 
goal attempt in the final seconds against Western Kentucky during Thursday's game. 
and no one wants to lose    their 
I lomecoming game. 
"It's just like playinganyone," said 
defensive linemen Diy'ral Briggs. 
"It's been shown that anyone can 
get beat on any given Saturday. 
It's the best prepared team. We're 
not going to look past them, but 
were going to go out there and play 
Falcon football." 
Briggs leads the defense with 
three sacks this season and the 
Falcons will look for him to be a 
menace to Hilltopper quarterbacks 
David Wolke and K.J. Black. 
The defense accounted for two 
touchdowns last week against 
Temple  and   the  lalcons  will 
look for that kind of output out 
of the defense. 
ii /.ill In-1 MI| ii ii I.I nili it tin'I ,ih i in- 
to carry over the momentum from 
the second half of the Temple game 
into this game against WKU. 
"IWe have to] try to bring that 
second half defense out in the first 
half, and play four quarters instead 
of two." Briggs said. 
If the defense plays with the 
same intensity from last week, it 
could be another effective week for 
the Falcons. 
The Hilltoppers have a very good 
team and it should be an enter- 
taining game. It is also a game in 
which the Falcons are expected 
to win — because no one wants 
to go the route that the Michigan 
went against Appalachian State 
and take a loss. 
SARAHARNDT 
FALCON PRIDE: Fans get rowdy for the Falcons during their 48 55 victory against Temple 
Saturday at Doyt L Perry Stadium. The attendance was more than 16.000 for the game. 
Environment at stadium 
should repeat itself this week 
So maybe I'm becoming sort 
of the attendance police lately. 
It all started last season with 
the Miami game. Not meeting 
an NCAA attendance quota two 
years in a row would have been 
terrible. We made it, however the 
athletic department pulled it off, 
we made it. 
But now there's a different rea- 
son I'm trying to convince people 
to get their butt into a seat every 
Saturday. The team is good and 
the facilities are great. 
If you attended Saturday's 
game you probably couldn't help 
but notice how bright Doyt L. 
Perry Stadium looked. The Sebo 
Center shone brightly and you 
really couldn't find a better place 
to watch a game Saturday. 
Plus, how exciting were the 
Falcons Saturday when they got 
rolling? 
You heard the cannon go off 
six times and the Falcon screech 
24 times. 
The student section was enor- 
mous last week too. They were the 
most noticeable part of the crowd. 
The whole west side of the sta- 
dium was pretty much full. The 
cast side could have used some 
work, though. 
Temple's really low fan turnout 
didn't really help either. Normally 
the opponent's fans can give the 
attendance a boost. 
Anyway, for those of you who 
go to the game, tailgate and then 
go home: Come inside. Don't 
go sit on your butt or go spend 
money at the bar. Come to the 
football game and cheer your 
team on. 
The Falcons are a fun team 
to watch. It's not like you go to 
Toledo or something, your team is 
actually good. 
Other reasons to go watch the 
game are: The Falcons are in 
first place in the MAC East. Tyler 
Sheehan was just named MAC 
Player of the Week for the second 
straight week. It's homecoming 
and all of your alumni friends 
who have real jobs now arc going 
to be back in town and acting 
ridiculous just like they used to. 
So head out to the Doyt 
Saturday afternoon. Grab a hot 
dog and a Pepsi. And actually 
attend the game. 
Send comments to Colin at 
ciwilso@bgsu.edu. 
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Welcome back 
- 
Students, Parents and Alumni 
Combos' 
,V 5 GREAT CHOICESI 
<.. - 
»■■ 
5 piece Chicken Nugget 
Jr. Bacon Cheeseburger 
Jr. Cheeseburger Deluxe 
Crispy Chicken Sandwich 
Jr. Hamburger 
Includes small fry and small drink. No substitutions. 
Crispy Chicken 
Sandwich Combo 
3 great Bowling Green locations! 
BTSU-BGSU open until 2am! 
1504 E. Wooster St. & 1094 S. Main St. 
Pick-up windows open 'til 1 am 
www.pertoria.com That's right'. 
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WESTERN KENTUCKY HILLTOPPERS (3-1) 
1 Tytell Hayden 
2 Marcus Minor 
2w Tyler Bruce 
5 David Wolke 
4 Darvis Mc Bride 
5 Bo Smilh 
6 Blake Boyd 
7 K.J. Black 
8 Seth Tamme 
9 Rashad Elheridge 
4C Marion Rumph 
11 JakeGaebler 
12 Brandon Smith 
13 Andre Lewis 
14 John Garrett 
15 Curtis Hamilton 
I5r Ryan Beard 
16 Dustin Boyer 
17 Bobby Rainey 
18 Travis Watters 
18w Dexter Taylor 
19 Mark Santoro 
19w Andre Autry 
20 Clay Stephens 
21 Jihad Morris 
22 Ronnie Letcher 
22r Trent Calhoun 
23 Clint Mitchell 
24 Brandon Mason 
25 Alonzo Higgms 
26 Avery Hibbitt 
27 Rod Johnson 
28 Stephen Willis 
28r Chris Franklin 
29 Clark Jeter 
30 Brad Cloud 
31 Orlando Misaalefua 
32 Erik Jones 
33 K.J. Austin-Bruce 
34 Andrew McCloud 
;5 Alex Nance 
36 Darius Baughman 
37 Tanner Siewert 
38 Mike Gothard 
39 Ross Cassity 
40 Jared Johnson 
41 Marell Booker 
42 LJ. Harbison 
43 Tristan Jones 
43r Chad Evans 
44 Jeremy Moore 
45 Jacob Davis 
45w Devin Rohner 
46 Braxston Miller 
HEAD COACH: David Elson 
R8 So. 
DB Jr. 
QB    Fr. 





















































TE     Jr. 
LB      Fr 
47   Evan Brewer LB Sr. 
48  Ben Sowders LB Jr. 
49  ChnsBullard RB Fr. 
50  Ben Duvall LB Fr. 
51   Tim Nelson LB Fr. 
52   Greg Ryan OL Sr. 
52r Marcus Patterson LB Fr. 
53   Dusty Bear LB Sr. 
54   Shelley Anthony OL Fr. 
55   Terrance Houston OL Sr. 
56   Paul Hill DL So 
57   Marquise Burns LB Fr. 
59  Terald Clark DL Jr. 
61    Troy Brooks OL Fr. 
62   Kale Butler OL So 
63   Casey Tinius PK/P Fr. 
64  Andrew Campbell OL Jr. 
65   ZackRay OL Jr. 
67   Chris McConnell OL Jr. 
68   Preston King OL Fr. 
69   PaulMillay OL Fr. 
70  Cody Hughes OL So. 
71    Lloyd Pressley OL So 
72   Derrick Edler OL Fr 
73   Jacob McLaurin OL Fr. 
74   Mychal Patterson OL So 
75   Zach Thuney OL Sr. 
76   Ben Craig OL So. 
77   Wes Jeffries OL Fr. 
78   Austin Chestnut OL Jr. 
79   James Rusin OL So. 
80  Brad Savko WR So. 
81   Jessie Quinn WR Jr. 
82   Derrius Brooks WR Fr. 
83   Chris James PK Sr. 
84   Rannen Robinson WR Sr. 
85   Jamar Jones WR Sr. 
86  Quinterrance Coope WR Fr. 
86r Zac Minturn PK So. 
87   Wenquel Graves WR Fr. 
87r Robert Cobb PK Fr. 
88   Jared Holland TE Sr. 
89  David Miller TE Jr. 
90  Dan Cline DL Jr. 
91   Chris Walker DL Sr. 
92   Jon Belcher DL Jr. 
93   Jon Marshall DL So. 
94   Nick Hartnett DL Fr 
95   Robert Dark DL Jr 
96  Kyle Anderson DL Fr. 
97   Neil Harrell DL Fr. 
98   Entonia Johnson DL Fr. 
99   Munir Muwwakkii DL Jr. 
CHECK OUT THE BG NEWS SPORTS BLOG 
For live updates every drive during games and insider 
information that you can't get anywhere else. 
Also get the pulse of the fans and campus in general, 
find out upcoming events and much more. 
'  Visit us at http://bgnewssports.bloqspot.com. 
GAME NOTES 
UPSET WATCHi The 
Hilltoppers knocked off Middle 
Tennessee State,» Division l-A 
team 20-17 Imt week. 
HEAD TO-HEAD: The 
two teams have never played 
each other. The last time the 
Hilltoppers played a MAC 
school was Oct. 5,1985 when 
they lost to Akron 34-32 
AIR GAME. BG is passing 
the ball 50 times a game this 
season and have gained more 
than 1000 yards through the i 
Western Kentucky is giving up 
just 155 yards a game through 
the air. 
WEAPONS GALORE: The 
Falcons have eight players with 
at least five receptions this 
season and 13 players who have 
caught at leest one pass. They 
also have four players who have 
at least 100 yards receiving. 
MAC MAN: Tyler Sheehen 
won Mid-American 
Conference Offensive Player 
of the Week for the second 
time in four weeks for his 
351-yard, four-touchdown 
performance Saturday against 
Temple 
HOMECOMING: The 
Falcons have now won six 
straight homecoming games 
Their latest, a 24-21 victory 
over Eastern Michigan on Oct. 
14, 2006 
RECORD CHASING?: 
Tyler Sheehan is on pace to 
break school records for pass- 
ing attempts (494). comple- 
tions (325). and passing yards 
(4,002) this season. 
HOME FIELD 
ADVANTAGE: BG is l3e-63- 
6 all-time at home after their 
victory over Temple last week. 
LINEBACKERS ON TOP: 
The Falcons are led by John 
Hanelme on defense with 35 
tackles. Fellow backer Enque 
Dozier follows him with 25. 
BIG BOOT: Nick lovineHi is 
averaging 40.3 yards per punt 
this season and five of his 17 
punts have landed inside the 
opponents 20 yard line 
TURNOVER BATTLE: BG 
has forced nine turnovers in to 
first three games while yielding 
just six 
u^-  
BGSU FALCONS (1-1) 
HEAD COACH: Gregg Brandon 
64 Scott Albert OL R-So 
92 Kevin Alvarado DL Fr. 
47 Adrian Baker LB R-Jr. 
7 Freddie Barnes WR R-So 
63 Orlando Barrow DL R-Fr 
45 CodyBasler LB R-So 
61 BenBo|kis OL Fr. 
96 Darren Branch DL Fr. 
99 DiyralBnggs DL R-Jr. 
84 Derek Brighton WR R-Fr. 
24 Jahmal Brown DB So 
60 Jarrett Buckosh OL R-So. 
33 Chris Bullock RB R-So. 
62 Preson Burrell DL Fr. 
14 Nathan Brown QB Fr. 
6 Zach Charles WR So 
80 Keston Cheathem WR Jr. 
22 Vincent Corner DB So 
55 Brandon Curtis OL R-Jr. 
54 Kyle Cutler LS R-Sr. 
57 NealDahlman LS Fr. 
37 Aaron Davis LB R-So 
53 Jerrson Davis LB So 
95 Nick Davis DL R-Jr. 
66 Josh Dodge OL Fr. 
46 Tyler Donahue OL R-Fr. 
30 Erique Dozier LB R-Jr 
81 MattEmans WR R-Sr. 
42 Eugene Fells LB R-Fr. 
27 Giovanni Fillari DB Jr 
74 Jeff Fink OL R-Jr. 
28 Willie Geter RB Fr. 
8 Anthony Glaud QB R-Fr. 
44 John Hanelme LB R-Jr 
58 Jacob Hardwick DL R-So 
9 Loren Hargrove LB R-Sr. 
93 Garth Hartung DL R-So. 
82 Adrian Hodges WR Fr. 
73 Kevin Huelsman OL R-Sr. 
16 Tony Hunter QB R-So 
85 RayHutson WR Fr 
26 Nick lovinelli P Jr. 
43 Brandon Jackson LB So. 
98 Andrew Johnson DL Fr. 
86 Jermiah Kelly WR Jr. 
76 Aaron Kent OL R-Jr 
49 Nick Lawrence DL R-So 
21 Kenny Lewis DB Jr 
23 Tarell Lewis DB So. 
78 Kory Lichtensteiger OL R-Sr. 
50 Brandon Mack OL Sr. 
5 DanMacon RB R-Sr. 
51 Angelo Magnone LB R-Fr 
25 RJ. Mahone DB So. 
10 Calvin Marshall DB R-Fr. 
70 Brady Minturn OL R-So. 
37 Anthony Mosley DB Fr. 
39 Matthew Norsic P/K R-So. 
71 DrewNystrom OL R-Sr. 
88 Sean ODrobinak DL R-Sr. 
36 Lewis Parks LB R-Fr. 
3 Marques Parks WR R-Jr 
1 Corey Partridge WR R-Jr. 
83 Tyrone Pronty WR So 
19 Eric Ransom RB Jr 
90 Michael Ream DL R-So 
91 NickRieke TE R-Fr 
46 Craig Rutherford LS So 
4 Jerett Sanderson DB So. 
40 Joe Schaefer DL R-Jr. 
89 Jimmy Scheidler FB R-So. 
35 Josh Scheidler LB R-Fr 
13 Tyler Sheehan QB So 
2 Antonio Smith DB Jr. 
97 Darius Smith OL R-Fr 
72 Andrew Stanford OL R-Sr. 
52 Glen Stanley LB Fr 
75 Shane Steffy OL R-So 
94 Carlos Tipton DE R-Fr. 
20 Alfred Tomlinson DB Fr. 
77 NickTorresso DL Fr. 
17 Anthony Turner QB R-Jr. 
34 Curtis Van Demark RB R-So 
41 Sinisa Vrvillo K Jr. 
35 NateWaldron LB R-Jr 
5a Freddie Walker DB Jr 
65 Pat Watson OL R-Sr 
15 Calvin Wiley WR R-So 
18 Derrick Williams CB Fr 
31 Roger Williams DB So 
11 PeteWinovich RB Sr 
12 Chris Wright WR R-So 
48 Gary Wright LB Fr. 
32 Mark Woolndge CB Fr. 
38 Chris Young LB Fr. 
87 D.J. Young DL So 
MAC EAST 
What do va know' The Falcons and Zippies are at 
the top early Temple still stinks. Kent started off 
with bad BCS teams and Ohio hasn't had a lot of 
luck with their mostly pasty schedule The Falcons 
are where they deserve to be On top 
MAC Ovr. MAC Ovr. 
East Team W-l W-L West Turn W-l W-L 
BG 1-0 2-1 Central Michigan 1-0 1-5 
Anon 10 2-2 Ball State 1-1 2-2 
Buffalo 10 15 Eastern Michigan 1-1 2-2 
Ohio 0-0 2-2 Western Michigan 00 15 
Miami 00 1-5 Northern lllmrn 0-1 1-5 
Kent State 0-1 2-2 Toledo 01 1-5 
Temple 0-2 0-2 
MAC WEST 
With the way tV C hips ate playing early then first 
place position is extremely deceiving. Their only win 
came against Toledo who is literaly "defenseless' 
Ball State is probably the strongest team in the 
West after their neat win against Nebraska 
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A Place to call Home 
Resort style living without the resort style price tag! 
•Private shuttle to & from campus 
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis 
•3 high pressure tanning domes 
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center 
•Washer & dryer in euery apartment 
•Free internet in euery bedroom 
The Enclave 
419.353.5100 
70B Napoleon Rd.  Bowling Green • www.collegeparkweb.com 
||    m 
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WESTERN KENTUCKY HILLTOPPERS (3-1) 
HEAD COACH 
1 Tyrell Hayden RB So 47   Evan Brewer LB Sr 
2 Marcus Mind DB Jr 48   Ben Sowders LB Jr 
Tyler Bruce QB Fr. 49  Chris Bullard RB Fr 
5 David Wolke QB Jr. 50  Ben Duvall LB F. 
4 Darvis Mc Bride LB So 51    Tim Nelson LB Fr 
s Bo Smith DB Sr 52   Greg Ryan OL Sr. 
6 Blake Boyd LB So 52r Marcus Patterson LB Fr 
7 K.J. Black QB Fr. 53   Dusty Bear LB Sr 
8 Seth Tamme WR So 54  Shelley Anthony OL F. 
9 Rashad Ethendge DB So 55   Terrance Houston OL S. 
' Marion Rumph DB Sr 56  Paul Hill DL So 
11 Jake Gaebler WR So 57   Marquise Burns LB Fr 
U Brandon Smith QB So 59  Terald Clark DL Jr 
13 Andre Lewis LB Sr 61    Troy Brooks OL Fr 
14 John Garrett WR Fr 62   Kale Butler OL So 
IS Curtis Hamilton WR S. 63   Casey Timus PK/P Fr 
I5f Ryan Beard DB Fr. 64   Andrew Campbell OL Jr 
16 Dustin Boyer WR F. 65   Zack Ray OL Jr 
' Bobby Rainey RB Fr 67  Chris McConnell OL Jr. 
18 '• i\    .'.  ■■  ■ DB Jr 68   Preston King OL Fr. 
18w Dexter Tayloi RB So 69  Paul Millay OL Fr. 
19 Marl      intoro DB Fr 70  Cody Hughes OL So 
19w Andre Autry WR Fr 71    Lloyd Pressley OL So 
. Clay Stephens DB Sr 72    Derrick Edler OL Fr 
21 Jihad Morns DB So 73   Jacob McLaunn OL Fr 
.'. Ronnie Letcher WR So 74   Mychal Patterson OL So 
.-■ il'ioitn DB Fr 75   Zach Thuney OL Sr. 
Clint Mitchell DB Fr 76   Ben Craig OL So 
.-•■• Bran<; WR Sr 77   Wes Jeffries OL Fr. 
25 1 iiggms LB It 78    Austin Chestnut OL Jr 
■ Avery Hibbrtt RB F, M H    Rusin OL So 
Rod Ji i■• FB So 80  Brad Savko WR So 
Stepher A RB Jr. 81   Jessie Q WR Jr 
■■ • DB Jr. 82    Derrius Bl WR Fr 
Clark   h '■ WR Fr 83   Chris James PK Sr. 
'■-■ DB Jr. 84  Rannen Robinson WR Sr 
51 Orland DB So 85   Jamar Jones WR S. 
. ■ DB ■ 86  Quinterranci  '  xjper  WR Fr 
■ RB ■ 86r Z.K Mintum PK 
■ : RB WR Fr 
.' 87r Robert Cobb PK F, 
• II ■ ■ Sr 
■ ■ Miller Jr 
■ Ft ■ 
• ■ Sr ■ DL Sr. 
• ■ DL 
■ " •■ DL So 
• •   ' -      Harlnetl 
■ DL 
■ 
' i     ' ■ 
■ ■ DL 
■ Ir ' Jr 
li ■ Fr 
CHECK OUT THE BG NEWS SPORTS BL0G 
For live updates every drive during games and insider 
information that you can't get anywhere else. 
Also get the pulse of the fans and campus in general. 
find out upcoming events and much more. 
Visit us at http://bgnewssports.blogspot.com. 
GAME NOTES 
UPSET WATCH: The 
Hilltoppers knocked off Middle 
Tennessee State, a Division l-A 
team 20-17 last week. 
HEAD-TO HEAD: The 
two teams have never played 
each other. The last time the 
Hilltoppers played a MAC 
school was Oct. 5.1985 when 
they lost to Akron 34-32. 
AIR GAME: BG is passing 
the ball 50 times a game this 
season and have gained more 
than 1000 yards through the air 
Western Kentucky is giving up 
just 155 yards a game through 
the air. 
WEAPONS GALORE: The 
Falcons have eight players with 
at least five receptions this 
season and 13 players who have 
caught at least one pass. They 
also have four players who have 
at least 100 yards receiving. 
MAC MAN: Tyler Sheehan 
won Mid-American 
Conference Offensive Player 
of the Week for the second 
time in four weeks for his 
351-yard, four-touchdown 
performance Saturday against 
Temple. 
HOMECOMING: The 
Falcons have now won six 
straight homecoming games 
Their latest, a 24-21 victory 
over Eastern Michigan on Oct. 
14, 2006 
RECORD CHASING?: 
Tyler Sheehan is on pace to 
break school records for pass- 
ing attempts (494). comple- 
tions (325). and passing yards 
(4.002; this season. 
HOME FIELD 
ADVANTAGE: RG is 156 63 
6 .ill-time at home after their 
victory over Temple last week. 
LINEBACKERS ON TOP: 
The Falcons ate led by John 
Hanelme on defense with 35 
tackles. Fellow backer Erique 
Dozier follows him with 25. 
BIG BOOT: Nick lovinelli is 
averaging 40,3 yards per punt 
this season and five of his 17 
punts have landed inside the 
opponents 20 yard line. 
TURNOVER BATTLE: BG 
has forced nine turnovers in its 
first three games while yielding 
just six. 
■■' \A  
BGSU FALCONS 0-1 
HEAD COACH: Gregg Brandon 
64 Scott Albert OL R-So. 23 Tarell Lewis DB So. 
92 Kevin Alvarado DL Fr. 78 Kory Lichtensteiger OL R-Sr 
47 Adrian Baker LB R-Jr. 50 Brandon Mack OL Sr. 
; Freddie Barnes WR R-So 5 Dan Macon RB R-Sr. 
63 Orlando Barrow DL R-Fr 51 Angelo Magnone LB R-Fi 
45 Cody Basler LB R-So. 25 PJ Mahone DB So 
61 Ben Bo|icis OL Fr 10 Calvin Marshall DB R-Fr 
96 Darren Branch DL Fr 70 Brady Minturn OL R-So 
99 Diyral Briggs DL R Jr 37 Anthony Mosley DB Fr. 
84 Derek Brighton WR R-Fi 39 Matthew Norsic P/K R-So 
24 Jahmal Brown DB So 71 Drew Nysttom OL R-Sr. 
60 Jarrctt Buckosh OL R-So 88 Sean O'Drobinalc DL R-Sr 
v Chris Bullock RB R-So 36 Lewis Parks LB R-Fr 
62 Preson Burrell DL Fr i Marques Parks WR R-J, 
14 Nathan Brown QB Fr Corey Partridge WR R-Jr 
6 Zach Charles WR So 83 Tyrone Pronty WR So 
30 Keston Cheathem WR Jr • Erie Ransom RB Jr 
22 Vincent Corner DB So " Michael Ream DL R-So 
55 Brandon Curtis OL R   Ir 91 Nick Rieke TE R-Fr 
54 Kyle Cutler LS ■■ Craig Rutherford LS So 
57 Noal Dahlman LS Fi ■> Jerett Sanderson DB So 
Aaron Davis IR 
■• 
40 Joe Schaerer DL Rjr 
Davis LB 89 Jimmy Scheidler FB R-So 
»5 Nick D IN DL RJ, ■ heodler LB R-Fi 
61 ' OL 1. 13 Tyler Sh- QB So 
■■< Tyler Donahue OL R-Fi 2 Antonio Smith DB Jr 
50 Enque LB R-Jr Darius Smith OL R-Fr 
.-1 Matt I 1 . R-Sr 72 ■ .  • OL R-S. 
42 Eugene Fells LB R-Fi 52 Glen Stanley LB F, 
27 Giovanni Fillan DB Jr 75 Shane Steffy OL R-So 
'•: Jeff Fmk OL R-J, ,.: . ' DE R-Fi 
28 Willie i RB ■• 20 Alfred Tomln DB Fr 
■ Anthony Glaud QB ■    1 77 Nick Torn DL F, 
44 tneltne LB R-Jr 1 ' ■ II ■ ■ 
se Jacob Ha DL '• irl    . 
■ 
9 ren Ha LB ..     . 41 vVvillo ■ J. 
93 
■ DL • 55 .  ■    .. LB 
82 Adrian ' 1 Fr I Fredd.c A DB • 
••• ' OL ■ OL R-Sr 
■ H    • QB 15 .'. . ■ 
85 F WR Fi 18 en   ■  . ■ CB Fr 
• ' ■   •      .inclli P Jr 11 . .     . ■ 
1 ■ IB 11 ■ RB ■ ... DL Fl '. ■ WR 
:•'. 
* ■ WR ■ .'. ■  || ■ ■ 
' ■ OL ■  ■ 
■•  ' * •   ■ ■ Fi 
■ 
■ 
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Place to call Home 





n " TTn 
by* 
•Private shuttle to & from campus 
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis 
•3 high pressure tanning domes 
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center 
i      -Washer & dryer in every apartment 
•Free internet in every bedroom 
The Enclave 
419.353.5100 
7Q6 Napoleon Rd.  Bowling Green • www.collegeparkweb.com 
% 
$ 11♦, 
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,he Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
FALCON FANS SHOW SPIRIT 
VICTORIOUS: Students chew on the football team during their win against Temple last Saturday 
J0»D*N FlOWEft    IHfBGNft 
Year of the FAN 
For those of us who have been at the 
University for four years, it seems 
li ke we have been waiting for some- 
thing to cheer about. 
Last year's women's basketball 
Sweet 16 run gave us a taste of what 
Dl athletics is all about, but we still 
wanted more. 
Now it seems that Falcon fans 
in the stands will have something 
new to cheer about, quite literally. 
The BGSU Athletic Department is 
focusing on making the fan an even 
bigger part of sporting events, said 
IntercollegiateAthleticsPromotions 
Director Brian Delehoy. 
More than 9,000 pocket-sized 
orange cards were printed and 
passed out to students living in resi- 
dence halls. 
On the cards are chants, cheers 
and songs to help get the fans more 
involved in football games. 
"Thechants and cheers will hope- 
fully unify our students," Delehoy 
said. "Students are the most vocal, 
spirited fans and other fans will 
feed off of them." 
The first round of cards handed 
out to fans is football specific, but 
Delehoy said similar cards with 




timy W, .<,«£ 1980 
32 Rooms fluailable!! 
Use your package ai any of out' locations 
THE HEAT 
904 E Wooster      5 beds. 1 booth 
419-352-3588        closest to campus 
SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main 5 beds. 2 booths 
419-353-8826        appt. available 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main 17 bed«, 2 booths 
419-354-1559        no appt. needed 
Tan for as low 
as $15 a month 
3 month minimun 
with a credit card 
m iiTi/17 
101 VAIID WIH «* 01H»R OUtfl 
Call lor details 
1 Week Free 
2 VISITS FOR $5 
ONE TIME PURCHASE 
Ooe Standard • One Ptenhur 
IV II II 17 
We pay your sales lax!! 
for hockey and women's basket- 
ball. 
A disconnect between students 
and athletics is what prompted 
the push for more fan interaction, 
Delehoy explained. 
Senior Matt Bruner, who has 
worked with the football team as a 
student manager and with equip- 
ment, is optimistic about the new 
fan traditions. 
"I'm not sure how into it the 
students will get during the First 
game, but hopefully it will catch 
on," Bruner said. 
Other students are a little more 
skeptical   about   the   spirit-lifting 
potential of the new chants and 
cheers. 
"I think it's a lost cause because it 
feels like traditions are being forced 
upon us instead of it just happen- 
ing naturally," said senior Aaron 
11,111111 n i 
The first Falcon football home 
game was this past Saturday. Fans 
showed up in orange and brown, 
ready to cheer on the Falcons. 
We might as well give this school 
spirit thing a shot, and be optimistic 
that our loud cries and bold colors 
can make our teams rally to victory. 
But will this truly be "The Year of the 
Fan"? Only time will tell. 
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EXTRAS 
Double Meat $0.99 
Extra Cheese $0.25 
Bacon $1.00 
BREADS & TOPPINGS 
Subs mMlfl to YMT Tactal 
BREADS 
Italian Wheat  Honey Oat  Italian Herbs & Cheese  Wrap  Monterey Cheddar Shred 
CHEESES 
White American   Monterey Cheddar   Provolone   Pepper|ack 
VEGGIES 
Lettuce   Tomatoes  Cucumbers   Pickles   Peppers   Olives   Onions 
Hot Peppers   Banana Peppers   Matchstick Carrots 
SAUSES & DRESSINGS 
Chipotle Southwest Sweet Onion Honey Mustard Mayonnaise 
Mustard Ranch Oil Vinegar Salt Pepper Light Mayonnaise 
Oregano 
awsvJK 
FRESH TOASTED SUBS 
Hot Fran the Oven! 




Meatball Marinara $3.39 
lallan B.M.T." $4.09 
Spicy Italian $3.39 
Steak & Cheese $4.69 
Subway Melt $4.69 
thicken & Bacon Ranch $4.69 
-MAKE ANY 6" SUB A SALAD 
Only  $2.50 More 
6" Sub 
or Wrap 
Veggie Delite $2.69 
Ham $4.09 
Turkey Breast $4.09 
Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki $4.09 
Roast Beet $4.09 
Subway Club" $4.09 
Oven Roasted Chicken Breast $4.09 
Turkey Breast & Ham $4.09 
'MAKE ANY 6" SUB A SALAD 
Only   $1.00 More 
DRINKS, SIDES & KIDS 
Includes: (gfgV/t 
A Fit Mini Sub 
with a Fit Side, a Drink 
$3.59 
Turkey Breast w $2.69 
H.imff/ $2.69 
Roast Beet & $2.69 
Tuna fjp $2.69 
Pepperoni $2.69 
'SUBWAY FRESH FITOPTIONS 
LOCAL FAVORITES 










*MAKE IT A 
FOOTLONG 
Only   $2.50   More 
V Sub 
DOUBLE or Wrap 
Turkey Breast $5.08 
Subway Club® $5.08 
Sweet Onion Chichen Teriyaki $5.08 
Steak & Cheese $5.68 
Italian B.M.T. $5.08 
Add 
DOUBLE MEAT 
TO Ally Sub r« in MdiiignM chaiee $0.99 
SIDES e** r? *. 
Chips $0.99 
Cookies 
1 tor $0.49 3 for $1.00 12 for $3.89 
Apples   #' $1.29 
Raisins # $0.69 
DRINKS • a gt 
Fountain                        $1.49 $1.69 
Bottle Beverage $1.69 
1% Milk #& Flavored Milk $1.49 
Juice Box # $0.89 
Add A 21 oz. Drink 
+ 
A Side To Your 
Favorite Sub 
W*-1 
854 S. Main 524 E. Wooster 
419-354-2608 419-352-8500 
1234 N. Main      131 W. Gypsy Ln. 
419-352-7279 419-353-1630 
• Prices are subject to change without notice 
Subway is a registered trademark ot DAI. 
i</4 
Subway locations: 
All Major Credit Cards 
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Homecoming activities create spike in hotel prices 
Hotel managers say increase is a direct result of supply and demand 
By Andy Ouricl 
Reporter 
livery year, alumni come back to 
the University to participate in 
homecoming activities, but the 
only thing they might not enjoy is 
paying for their hotel rooms. 
Bowling (ireen's hotel managers 
take the opportunity homecom- 
ing brings to them. Every year, the 
event is a profitable time for their 
businesses because thev can raise 
prices due to high demand for a 
hotel room near the University. 
Hotel management knows 
alumni will pay the higher rates 
because homecoming is one of the 
University's most prominent annu- 
al events and they want to be a part 
of it. 
Workers in the hotel industry 
understand this process of sup- 
ply and demand — with limited 
amounts of rooms in the area, and 
the large number of alumni com- 
"Every facility raises their rates. 
A lot of people will be coming back into town. 
[There is a] high demand for hotels in the area, 
and not a lot of places to stay." 
Josh Sklaroff | Front Desk Manager. Hampton Inn and Suites 
ing in,   prices can be raised and 
alumni will still come. 
One of the more popular hotels in 
the area, Hampton Inn and Suites, 
has been booked for homecoming 
for several weeks and is charging 
the highest price in the area. But 
this is of no concern to front desk 
manager losh Sklaroff as other 
hotels raise their prices as well. 
"F.very facility raises their rates,'' 
Sklaroff said. "A lot of people will 
be coming back into town. (There 
is a| high demand for hotels in 
the area and not a lot of places to 
stay." 
Sklaroff said even though their 
See HOTELS | Page 5 
WAL* M ART 
SUPERCENTER 
ALWAYS LOW PRICES 
<g> 
SM 
Offering you these special services: 
• Quick Lube Express 
• Hair Salon 





131  West Gypsy Lane 
« OPEN 24 HOURS 
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HOTELS 
From Page 4 
price is the highest for the week- 
end, it is also highest for any ran- 
dom day at any time. Sklaroff also 
says the reason their hotel is always 
one of the first ones to be booked 
by alumni is because of the service 
and friendliness they offer Sklaroff 
said. 
Phil Ball. 1974 University gradu- 
ate, stays at I lampton Inn when he 
comes back for homecoming but 
still is not happy with the price 
increase. 
"I am a big supporter of Hilton 
properties.'' Ball said. "I under- 
stand why they (raise prices]. You 
gotta understand it's supply and 
demand." 
Hampton Inn and Suites makes 
sure when alumni have to pay 
higher prices, thestaff tries to make 
their stay as enjoyable as possible. 
"It's not just the quality of the 
facility, but the quality of the staff," 
Sklaroff said. "We go the extra mile 
for our guests. We do whatever we 
can to make sure their stay is most 
accommodated for." 
Alumni can also find help getting 
hotel rooms earlier in the year by 
the services of the Mileti Alumni 
(inter. 
According to Peg Schaller, sec- 
retary in the Office of Alumni and 
Development, a staff puts together 
a list of hotels in the area of Bowling 
Green and neighboring towns 






Breakfast. Lunch 'tt' Dinner All Day! 
A FUNDRAISER BUFFET 
...is being held for 
St. joe's new church at 
BG Cafe on 
Sunday. September 30th 
3pm till 8pm. 
(All proceeds from the dinner 
will go to the new church.| 
phone numbers for alumni to con- 
tact. They do advise alumni to act 
as soon as possible to book a hotel 
because of the limited availability. 
Schaller believes in the theory of 
supply and demand that Sklaroff 
and Ball share, and knows hotels 
will take any advantage they can. 
"They know it is going to be a busy 
weekend and Ihotels] are trying to 
get the most out of it," Schaller said. 
Ball knows Hampton Inn is located 
very close to campus and with its 
easy access comes a heavy price. 
"It's the nature of the beast — you 
pay for convenience, you want to be 
close to the campus," Ball said. 
But with the higher prices, Sklaroff 
feels alumni are not being taken 
advantage of. 
"I take a lot of pride in my job 
and if I didn't feel the service wasn't 
worth it, 1 wouldn't take the job," 
Sklaroff said. "I feel very confident I 
don't take advantage of people." 
HOTEL RATES 
IILUSTMIION BY CHRIS WEST 
Comparing Friday/Saturday nights of homecoming weekend (9/28 
- 9/29) to a standard weekend (9/14 - 9/15). Prices for a two bed room. 
Hotel 
Normal Weekend   Homecoming 
_Eike Weekend  
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
www. preterredpropertiesco com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Haven House Manor 
• Fox Run Apts. 
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation" 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small pets allowed .   .. 
see our website or 
call for more details 








530 S. Maple St. 
419-352-9378 
Days Inn $69.95 $89.95 
Bast W«tem $109 $130.95 
Holiday Inn Express $114 $154 
Hampton Inn $109 $159 
Victory Inn Suites $65 $109 
tftunc/iie \ 
gut* & J)°g> 
Come in for lunch 
or see us after the bars! 
We only use the 
Finest Hot Dog Sauce 
We use Roots Chicken 
Hot Subs Available 
Dally Specials 
Delivery Coming Soon 
We accept all major credit cards 
425 E. Wooster • (419)354-7827 
(Behind the Circle K) 
Oper^IoniUivthri^atLirday^lani^arn 
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King and queen uphold homecoming traditions 
By Ella Fowler 
Reporter 
ll happens every year — a tradition 
that pies back to the beginning. 
Homecoming is a tradition that 
exists al colleges and high schools 
across the country, and it is no dif- 
ferent here at the University 
Along with homecoming comes 
the crowning of the homecoming 
king and queen, 
These are the people that repre- 
"These are the people that represent our 
student body. They are involved in different 
activities and represent the BG Falcons." 
Maggie Thomas | Royalty Committee Membei 
sent our student body." said Maggie 
Thomas, royalty committee mem- 
ber. "They are involved in differ- 
ent activities and represent the BC. 
Falcons." 
This year's court is Ben lorche, 
Greg Lautzenhelser, Shane Lewis, 
loel Robinson. Travis Rose, Ashley 
Howard, Kmily Porter, Allison 
Sandrock, Erin Small and Aysen 
Ulupinar. 
One member of the court, senior 
Allison Sandrock, was suprised and 
excited that she was selected. 
"Everyone else on the court is 
Greek, so I guess I kind of feel like 
the underdog in the race for queen," 
Sandrock said. 
Voting for this year's king and 
queen will take place this week and 
there is only one criterion — you 
must be a student at the University. 
And to vote, all students have to do 
Continue the Faieonfest @... 
Commons Sunday 
Brunch 
Ham - a -3opm 
We will be serving a full breakfast menu as well as 
a waffle £- omelet bar. 
For those who are in the mood for lunch, we will be featuring 
Homemade Ranch Chicken and Cheesy Potatoes, a full salad bar soup 
and desserts. 
Show us your Falcon Spirit by wearing a P&SU t-shirt, hat. 
Jacket, pants, shorts or sweats and we will give 
you a dollar off your weal.* 
'one discount per customer' 
°) 
GO F^COf •'■ 
is go online. If students don't have 
Internet access, they can vote in the 
Union, where there will be comput- 
ers set up to vole. 
Pot those It) people who have 
made the court, the process has 
been long and lengthy. 
"The person is nominated by fac- 
ulty staff or by the students," said 
royalty chair Sarah Kersey. "The 
nomination form is online ... once 
we get the nominations we contact 
the nominees." 
The nominees then have to fill out 
an application, which, according to 
Kersey, takes up a certain amount 
of time. 
"Once theseapplicationsare done 
we put them all together and they 
are given to five graduate students 
and they judge them on a specific- 
rubric." Kersey said. 
These five graduate students, who 
are referred to as the college student 
personnel, choose 20 candidates, 10 
of each gender, Kersey added. 
But. theprocessisstill not over; the 
candidates still have to go through 
an interview' process. Once they are 
done doing the interview, five peo- 
ple are chosen from each gender by 
the administrative judges. 
"It is a long process, but well 
worth it to any who are nominated," 
Kersey said. 
However, once the king and 
queen have been chosen their work 
isn't over yet. 
"In their application they |can- 
didatesl described a service proj- 
ect of their choice ... a community 
outreach project that they work 
on throughout the year," Kcrsr\ 
said. "They must also go to certain 
events." 
"They are representatives ol 
Falcon pride." Thomas added. "So it 
is good for them to go to events and 
represent BCiSU." 
The homecoming king and queen 
will be announced at the pep I.IIK 
tomorrow at Doyt 1.. Perry Stadium 
before BGSU takes on Western 
Kentucky in their second home 
game of the season. 
Check us out 
online 
www.bgnews.com 
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Legacy of a male queen 
1974 had shocking ballot applications - and results 
By KataSnydar 
Reporter 
The honor of being elected homecoming 
queen is an old tradition thai has been 
passed on to worthy students throughout 
the generations, but the winner has not 
always been a woman 
Homecoming 1974 saw three male 
students apply for positions on the bal- 
lot for queen. Mark Dodosh, Christopher 
Mehling and Rick Morrow realized they 
could run when the regulations for apply- 
ing only stated: "All screening will be based 
on activities, service, leadership awareness 
and poise." 
"I fed 1 fit those categories," Dodosh 
said at the time. "I fill them as well as any 
woman" 
Mehling and Morrow were roommates 
at the time, and decided to run after 
Dodosh applied. 
"The concept of homecoming queen 
is as a representative of the University, 
someone who symbolizes what a college 
student at a university should represent," 
Dodosh had said. "I don't see why a male 
can't perform that function as well as a 
woman- 
Morrow had claimed he was only a 
"pseudo-folkiwer of the cause." 
"I just hope it's brought out so people 
can make their own judgments and have 
their own feelings," he said. 
Neither Mehling nor Dodosh made it 
past the screening process. Morrow ended 
up winning the election and was crowned 
homecoming queen 
Terry Carver, adrninistrative secretary for 
recreational sports, recalls the coronation 
ceremony. 
"They did throw tomatoes," she said 
Carver was one of the students in charge 
"The concept of homecoming queen is as a 
representative of the University, someone who 
symbolizes what a college student at 
a university should represent." 
Mark Dodosh |19 
of homecoming. Many girls were angry, 
she said, especially those running against 
him. 
"Diversity was not a real prominent 
thing back then," she said. 
The fact that a male student actually 
made it on the ballot was embarrassing for 
both the committee and the administra- 
tion. 11 inr was immediate talk of chang- 
ing the rules. Carver said. 
"Looking back. I can laugh now," she 
said. 
The general campus reaction was split 
Many students thought it was a great joke, 
though nobody thought Morrow could 
win Students were confused over how he 
had been elected. 
"We were all scratching our heads for 
weeks after that," Carver said. 
Morrow competed against nine other 
girls, all of who were in some way affili- 
ated with sororities. Morrow himself was 
not a part of a fraternity. Carver said (hat 
was another aspect of the homecoming 
election that broke tradition. Generally, 
students associated with Greek affairs won 
the election because they had the support 
and backing to do so. 
One of the contributing factors in 
Morrow winning the election was (hat stu- 
dents were tired of the same old traditions 
year after year. 
Rose Hume, the managing editor ofThe 
BG News during that time, said "like many 
cccTirq queer applicant 
traditions, the election of homecoming 
royalty needed a bit of a shake up and 
that's wha( i( go( back in 1974." 
Some of (he other activities tha( (ook 
place tha( week were three days of 
Dixieland jazz and a homecoming con- 
cert featuring Dionne Warwick and David 
Brenner, students did not show much 
interest in those activities. 
"There was a rather strong feminist 
atmosphere on campus, so the whole idea 
of a homecoming queen was politically 
incorrect, but the best way to demonstrate 
(he incorrectness was through humor," 
Hume said. 
Much of the campus reaction was that 
it was pretty funny, she said, and it "took a 
major jab at the need for good looks and 
feminine charms to win the crown" 
In 1974, most of (he weigfrt of (he deci- 
sion was placed on popular vo(e. Very little 
emphasis was on community service and 
academic achievements. 
I lume said at the rime, the campus was 
particularly liberal, and said she felt "if we 
had to elect a man (o show that perky air- 
heads aren't the best candidates for home- 
coming queen, that's fine with me." 
Carver said Morrow really changed some 
people's perceptions about homecoming 
queen He really showed thai "it doesn't 
have to be a woman who wins this tide." 
Past BG News articles contributed to 
this story. 
IUUSIRATION BY TMA MCGWNIS 
Homecoming Game 





FRESH  FLOWERS 
BOUQUETS 
BALLOONS  PLANTS 
STUFFED  ANIMALS 
CANDLES  &  MORE 
115 South Main Strait 






* 10% off with student ID 
124 W. Woailar St • 419 353 1844 
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Homecoming parade is back, and it's bigger, bolder, better 
By Tann«n Gliatta 
Reporter 
iliis weekendfe homecoming celebra- 
tion will include a parade for students 
and i (immunity members to meet and 
net excited lor the name on Saiurday. 
iTte homecoming parade "ill kick 
off Friday at 5 p.m. at the comet of 
Alumni Drive and Mercer Road. The 
parade will travel down Wooster Street 
and end at South College Street, feed- 
ing into the |K'p rally at (>p.m. 
ITiis will mark the second year for 
the parade after a hiatus from the tra- 
dition because of low participation. 
I .isi year the homecoming committee 
Started the parade again to help cel- 
ebrate the weekend. 
"1 think the parade is a really great 
way to rally support for the pep rally 
and support the team," said Mandy 
Kuharik, assistant director of the 
parade 
last year the parade was organized 
on short notice. But Kuharik hopes 
this year the panicle will become a big- 
ger event and create a solid base for 
future homecoming parades. 
katrina (iildwell. director of parade 
recruitment, said she sees die parade 
as a way to conned students to the 
community. 
"We encourage any organization 
or group of students or community 
members to lie in the parade ... this 
is a way to instill more spirit and tradi- 
tion into the weekend of homecom- 
ing." Caldwell said. 
In addition to a short application 
form, each group must pay a $20 fee. 
The proceeds of the event will go to 
I'ischer House, an organization that 
provides help for returning soldiers 
and their families. 
Participants of the parade will he 
up for awards based on the creativity 
of their (larticipation for the parade, 
According to the parade's Web site, 
awards will he given for: best overall, 
most spirited, best representation of 
organization and l>est representation 
of theme. 
"Ibis is an open opportunity for 
all different types of people to get 
involved," Caldwell said. 
fHE PHOTO     IHfB&NfWS 
GOT SPIRIT: To celebrate homecoming weekend. BGSU held its Ikst annual homecoming paiade 
The paiade's theme was "BGSU There's No Place L*e Home." and among the parade's participants 
were BGSU Motorsports. The Wood County Humane Society. Greek organizations, and residence 
halls. 
WELCOME STUDENTS and ALUMNI 
Come Visit Us: Across from Mac West! 
Home of BGSU's 
Favorite T-Shirts... 
"BGSU- Best 5 or 6 years 
of your life." 
"We Pre-Game like you 
party and our Thursdays 
are better than your 
Weekends." 
'We're Falcon Awesome!' 
COLL2G*AT2 
CONNZCTOGN 
 BG's Best  
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing! 
In house embroidery and sewn on letters. 
Over 500 fabrics to choose from. 




3 - $20.99 
HOT NEW ARRIVALS!!!!!! 
♦ T-Shirts ♦ Sweatshirts ♦ Hats ♦ Coffee Mugs ♦ Gold Jewelry ♦ Silver Jewelry 
♦ Pencils ♦ Flip Flops ♦ Jackets ♦ Baby T ♦ Baseball T ♦ Charms ♦ Window Stickers 
♦ ID Holders ♦ Stationary ♦ Blankets ♦ Mom & Dad ♦ Totebags 
531 Ridge St. • B(J • 352-8333 
Mini.-1 bins. 10-S • Kri. 10-6 • Sal 10-5:30 • Sun 12-5 
JORDAN FlOWtfi 
PRECAUTIONS: Chief Wiegand informs 
students about what to do and what not to 
do while tatlgatmg 
Chief Wiegand 
Says: 
■ Propane grills are easier, hot 
coals can cause problems. 
■ Bring water to extinguish hot 
coals if you do use charcoal. 
■ No kegs. 
■ Keep all liquids in a cup. 
■ 21 means 21 
■ Beer stays in the beer garden. 
■ Clear* up after yourself 
■ Be courteous so security can 
worry about traffic and getting 
the patrons in the stadium. 
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Before You 
Sign A Lease 
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your 
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held 
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted! 
•lot at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. 
ibu are only responsible for your rental installment. If your 
Inmate decides to skip we take die loss not you! 
)() \ ! HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. 
Ve otfcr a roommate matching program! Call today 
•jijoy out resort 
't met, name /s dean, / Itai^e ciu 
7 he unccao^/for two wears', and/cotte 
wor^inQ' oat in their fatness center-/ 
Hi, mw name isnndw 
/ hao-e ciu-edat ike Enclave /or three wears, 
and / cov-e pcawinQ' on their sand 
o-ouew/iacc court/ 
Tke Cncfav-e far two uears, and Iwn foun&in& out 
at their booit and that/can stiiiaeta tan on 
ccoudu. daws'in their/ree to/wity booth/ 
>. tM 
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7 
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4 
THE ENCLAVE I & II 
706 Napoleon Rd. 
419-353-5100 
www.collegeparkweb.com 
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Homecoming parade is back, and it's bigger, bolder, better 
By Tannen Gliatta 
I his weekend's homecoming celebra- 
tion will include a parade foi students 
.MKI Kiininuniix members to meet and 
gel exi itcd for the game on Saturday. 
I he homecoming |i;irade will kick 
nil Iridav ;n 5 p.m. .it tlie comer ol 
Vlumni I (rive and Men n Road. I he 
oaradc will travel down Wbostci Strcel 
.mil end at South College Street, feed- 
ing into the pep rail) at 6 p.m. 
I \u~ will mark the second year for 
the parade after .i hiatus from the Da 
dition because ol low participation, 
last yearthe homecoming committee 
started the parade again to help eel 
ebrate the weekend. 
"I think the parade is a really great 
way to rally support for the pep rally 
and suppon the team," said Mandy 
Kuharik, assistant director ol the 
parade. 
lasi yeai tlie parade was organized 
mi short notice. Hm kuharik hopes 
this year the parade will become a big- 
gei event and i reate .i solid base foi 
inline homecoming parades, 
katrina ( aldwell, director of parade 
recruitment, said she sees the parade 
as a way KI conned students to the 
community 
We encourage an) organization 
or group nl students or community 
members to be in the parade ... this 
is a way to instill more spirit and tradi- 
tion into the weekend ol homecom 
irtg," ('.aldwell slid. 
In addition m a short application 
form, cadi group must pa) a $20 fee. 
The proceeds of the event will go to 
Fischei House, an organization that 
provides help lor returning soldiers 
and their families. 
Participants of the parade will be 
up loi awards based on Ihe creativity 
ni ilicn participadon foi the parade. 
According to the parade's Web site. 
awards will be given for hesi overall, 
inosi spirited, best representation ol 
organization and best representation 
ol theme 
' I his is .in open opportunity, for 
all different types of people to net 
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WELCOME STUDENTS and ALUMNI 
Come Visit Us: Across from Mac West! 
Home of BGSU's 
Favorite T-Shirts... 
"BGSU- Best 5 or 6 years 
of your life." 
"We Pre-Game like you 
party and our Thursdays 
are better than your 
Weekends." 
'We're Falcon Awesome!' 
COLL2G<i>AT2 
CONNZCTSON 
  BG's Best  
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing! 
In house embroidery and sewn on letters. 
Over 500 fabrics to choose from. 
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise 
T-Shirt Special 
1 - $10.99 
2-$15.99 
3 - $20.99 
HOT NEW ARRIVALS!!!!!! 
♦ T-Shirts ♦ Sweatshirts ♦ Hats ♦ Coffee Mugs ♦ Gold Jewelry ♦ Silver Jewelry 
♦ Pencils ♦ Flip Flops ♦ Jackets ♦ Baby T ♦ Baseball T ♦ Charms ♦ Window Stickers 






■ Propane grills are easier, hot 
coals can cause problems 
■ Bring water to extinguish hoi 
echai 
■ Nolo 
■ ' ill liquids in 
■ 
■ 
■ Clean up after yo its.'ll 
■ 
worry about '      ' 
the patrons in tu    |   ■ 
531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333 
Mon.-Thurs. IO-K • Fri. 10-6 • Sat 10-5:30 • Sun 12-5 -    .::..       ,,  ..-..'        '.■---■ ■     * 
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B ef o r e Yo u 
Sign A Lease 
*<# 
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your 
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held 
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted! 
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. 
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your 
roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you! 
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. 
We oiler a roommate matching program! Call today 
to lind out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere 
and amenities without the resort style price tag! 
,, /,' m» name- is oca*, /hatte fitted at 
fiePnccattefor two uears) andtcotte 
wori^'n^ out in tie/r fitness center/ 
w] m<4> name isAndu>f 
f katrt> tithed at fie uneoatte for three wearsf 
and/ ootte poawinQ> on their sand 
o-occew/>acc court/ \ 
"ffeiiol my name is Maria, I'haw fitted at S^||V ' 
77. r...A... L. +...    . J/0... 0.   ...:.. . /   Mftfe* 
3 
Ihe Encfatwhor two ciears, and Ifov-e counainQ' out 
at their boo ft and'thatI'can stitiaeta tan on 
cioudu, datj>s in their fi-ee tanning booth/ 
m< 
Office Hours: Mon-Fn 8:30-7 
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4 
THE ENCLAVE I & II 
706 Napoleon Rd. 
419-353-5100 
wesaE***:;** 
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ON STAGE: Third Eye Blind performs in front of a live audience. The band's new album. 'Third Eye Blind, a Collection: rs their first new release since 2005 
Third Eye Blind hits campus Saturday 
By Laura La* Caracclolo 
Reporter 
Students wanted something else to 
get them through the school year, 
and that is exactly what they are 
going to get. 
University ActivitiesOrganization 
presents Third Eye Blind as the 2007 
homecoming concert. 
The band willpcrformat9:30p.m. 
on Saturday, Sept. 29 at Anderson 
Arena after the 6 p.m. game when 
the Bowling Green Falcons take on 
the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers. 
Junior Teddy George is a huge fan 
of Third Eye Blind and is counting 
down the days until the band takes 
over campus. 
"I've loved Third Eye Blind ever 
since their first CD came out," 
George said. "I've never seen them 
live because I was too young and 
then they stopped touring, so I'm 
WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE 
JSSS&" 
HlrP^,. 
Winthfop & Summit Terrace PROPERTY A PROPERTY 8 PROPERTY C           't 1             untmiiLS 
Apartment Size 2 Bed l\ Bath 4 bed/2 bath 4 bed/4 bath 3 bed/1.5 bath        [ 
# of Roomates ® 4 4 3                   j 
Rent $578 ($215 each) $1196($299 each) $1292 ($323 each) $900 ($300 each) 
Gas M $44 all electric $114 
Electric $21 $72 $140 $97 
Water tt $0 $120 Included w/Electric 
Trash X $0 $0 $0 
Basic Cable $44 $44 $0 $44 
Internet $• $0 $0 $48 
Parking No Monthly Charts No Monthly Charge $15 per month each No Monthly Charge 
Pool Yes (2 Pools) Yes No No                  | 
Private Shuttle Yes Yes No No                  | 
Total Costs Per Month $634 ($317 each) 
Security Deposit $200 ($100 each) 
$1352($339 each) 
$6001$ 150 each) 
S1642 ($403 each) 
$1292 ($323 each) 
S1203IS401 each) 
$500 ($167 each) 
"Note All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 1/ month average Due to weather, bills may be higher in some months 
Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price! 
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office   400 E   Napoleon Rd • 419 352 9135 
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich com 
absolutely, incredibly, ecstatic about 
all of this." 
Third Eye Blind was extreme- 
ly popular in the '90s when they 
released the hit singles "Semi 
Charmed Life," "How's It Going to 
Be," "lumper," "Deep Inside of You'' 
and "Never Let You Go." 
UAO concert chairman Scott 
Loehrke explained factors that 
determine which band will per- 
form. 
"First we figure out who is going 
to be in the area around the date we 
had set," Loehrke said. "Second, we 
try to find a band that will appeal to 
the entire university. Then we make 
a list of different artists that match 
the first two qualifications and put 
the bands in order of who the entire 
organization would enjoy. We try to 
attract as many different people and 
audiences as possible." 
Loehrke also explained that UAO 
is given a list of what bands would 
be willing to come to the University 
and oncethey decide on a final band, 
they go through a middle agency 
that talks to the band's agents and 
then confirms a date. 
Junior Kevin Cornhoff is one ol 
the hundreds of students who will 
attend the concert. 
"They've never been one of my 
See CONCERT | Page 14 
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Private Shuttle 
We even threw in 





Come See Us Today! 
Copper ¥>eech 
T  O  W   N-  H   O   M   E 
COMMUNITIE S,   L L V 
2057 Napolean Rd • 419-353-3300 
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 
».  - 
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Siblings, friends, Falcons 
Theevolutionofourfine 
feathered friends. 
By Tim Sampson 
City Editor 
I lardly a day passes when beloved mascois Freddie and l-'rieda 
Pakon can't be seen out and about on campus. Whether they're 
pepping up the crowed at a game, throwing bubble gum at 
passers-by :n the Union, or just hugging students out on the 
street, the leathered pair arc perhaps the most recognizable 
faces on campus. But not everyone knows the long history of 
how Freddie and Frieda became the birds they are today. 
1927: The falcon became the official mascot of 
BGSU. Ivan "Doc" Lake, a sports writer for The 
Sentinel-Tribune and a 1923 graduate of the University. 
suggested the falcon to replace the school's previous 
nickname, "the Normals." According to the University's i 
Web site. Lake liked the falcon because it was a. "fierce 
fighter with speed and courage." Also, no one seems to 
know what the heck a "Normal" is. 1950: Freddie makes his debut on Jan. 16. at a men's basketball game 
against Ohio University. Bob Taylor, a University student at the time, 
donned a Papier-mache head, feathered cape and brown sweat suit to 
become the first incarnation of Freddie But tragedy struck at the end of 
the season — Freddies head had to be replaced after it was devoured by 
rats while in a storage closet. 




a wedding reception 
or a game day 
tailgate party, a 
bucket of the 
Colonel's 
Original Recipe™ 
is perfect for any 
occasion. 
Career Opportunities! 
Apply today for full or 
part time opportunities. 
Why would vou want to work anywhere else? 





Country Breaded Catfish 




oHh $199 fi [   sim. 
Bowling Green RFC & Long John Silver's 
10Z0 North Main St.   352-2061 
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1966: By the mid-60s Freddie had grown lonely and 
needed a special lovebird to make his heart sing. So 
on Feb. 25, Mrs. Freddie Falcon made her debut. 
Freddie's spouse was not actually Frieda, but this was the 
University's first female mascot. As more women began 
to attend BGSU there was an increased desire to have 
a female mascot, which was rare among universities, said 
Debbie Novak, the assistant dean of students. Ironically 
though. Mrs. Freddie was first portrayed by a male cheer- 
leader in disguise. 
Today: Every year, four students are chosen to play Frieda 
and Freddie. About 20 to 50 hopefuls turn in a written appli- 
cation to the Office of Student Life each February. Novak 
said. Applicants are weeded out through interviews and field 
tests until four students with enough school spirit and enthu- 
siasm remain. 
The identities of who play the birds is a closely guarded 
secret. Few know who plays Freddte and Frieda until they are 
"beheaded" at the end of the winter sports season. 
"We keep them secret to keep up the illusion." Novak said. 
"Freddie and Frieda are important not only to the campus but 
to the entire community of Bowling Green." 
T 
1980: Following the mysterious disappearance of Mrs. Freddie Falcon during the 70s. 
a new female mascot named Frieda burst onto the scene. Although Frieda is actually 
Freddies little sister, their particularly close relationship and their inability to talk has led to 
confusion among many current students. 
"Theres definitely some 'extra-curricular activities going on there," said senior Bryce Pitney. 
hinting at a possible romance between the two mascots. 
But others believe Freddie and Frieda's relationship is strictly platonic. 
"They're just friends." said junior Jessica Smith. "There's no time for that when you're busy 
pepping up the crowd." 
|nTERT1ET fERVKEf 
"PROUD 
TO BE PART 
OF YOUR 
SUCCESS" 
HIGH SPEED DSL 
SOQ95 
only     AiV" rno. 
• NO PHONE LINE REQUIRED- 
LIMITEDAREA   SETUP FEE S APPLY 
COMPUTER REPAIRS 
• VIRUS PROTECTION AND REMOVAL. SPYWARE REMOVAL' 
PHOTOS COURTESY 01 BGSU SPIRIT GROUPS WEB SITE 
Nationwide Dial-up • High Speed 
Dial-up - High Speed DSL 
' Broadband Over Poworlino 
- Website Hosting 
- Website Development 
419.352.3568 
or signup online at 
www.dacor.net 
519 West Woosler Suit* 1 
SIGNUP-A FRIFND AND GEM FREE MONTH' 
Custom  Imprinted Wearables 
Hours:  MON.-FRI.   10-6.  TUES.   UNTIL   5 
Clubs   -Teams   -Dorms   • Crawls ■ Greeks 
Events   -Departments   -Colleges 
BGSU     LICENSED!  
«32 ,,(„ 
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Football game draws alumni back to University 
By Andrew Harn.r 
Reporter 
The upcoming BG football game is 
more than just a football game to 
students, local businesses and the 
players. 
Over homecoming weekend, 
many alumni, family and friends 
will make their way to the University 
for all the festivities, including 
the Saturday night game against 
Western Kentucky and post-game 
fireworks. 
The homecoming football game 
is meaningful to students because it 
is a good time for family and friends 
to visit. But mostly, they enjoy all 
the extra activities that are planned 
for the entire homecoming period. 
Others said homecoming week- 
end gives them a chance to meet 
alumni and are happy that they 
will have a chance to come and visit 
their alma mater in the future. 
With more people in town on 
Saturday, Speedway is expecting 
more business, but not so much 
that they will be overwhelmed. 
"Our managers will schedule 
our staff accordingly," Speedway 
spokeswoman l.inda Casey said 
"(The gamel might mean more 
people than on a quiet day when 
school's not in session, but |we 
won't] bring in additional workers," 
Casey expects people to do more 
than just fill up their gas tanks for 
the drive home. She also said that 
more people will be coming in to 
buy other things like snacks, bever- 
ages and cigarettes. 
"I know it's important for us because we've got 
a lot of alumni who made a lot of sacrifices. 
You're playing not only for yourself, but for all 
the people who came before you." 
Kory Lichtensteiget | Falcon Center 
"We certainly expect more busi- 
ness with more people coming into 
town," Casey said. 
Hut it's the football players that 
are bringing a lot of those people to 
town on Saturday, and they know 
the homecoming game is more 
important than most other games. 
Players feel the homecoming 
game reminds them of former play- 
ers who paved the way for them. 
"I  know it's important for us 
because we've got a lot of alumni 
who made a lot of sacrifices. You're 
playing not only for yourself, but 
for all the people who came before 
you," center Kory I.ichtensteiger 
said. 
"You try to play like that every 
week, but it's definitely more of a 
reminder. It lets you know there's 
more importance around [the 
homecoming] game." 
BG is 53-22-10 in homecoming 
games including last year's 24-21 
win over Eastern Michigan. 
In 2004 and 2005, BCi had two 
memorable wins behind quarter- 
back Omar lacobs. In 2004. Jacobs 
threw four touchdowns en route to 
a 51-13 win over Ball State. In 2005, 
he threw four more touchdowns as 
BG beat Temple 70-7. 
Current quarterback Tyler 
Sheehan knows what the game 
means and would like to honor past 
players by helping BG win its sev- 
enth straight homecoming game. 
"We look forward to seeing guys 
that made their mark here. We go 
out there and play for them in those 
types of games," Sheehan said. 
They're the ones who built this 
program. We're just trying to carry 
it on." 
SWEETEST   DAY   SATURDAY   OCT.   20 
...fetch flowers today 
for your sweetheart 
CONCERT 
From Page 10 
favorite bands but I've always respect- 
ed them," Conihoff said. "I new real- 
ly got into them that much hut I listen 
to their music and 1 know their songs 
well enough to see them. It is worth 
the 20 bucks." 
I .ins that are more familiar with 
the band are looking forward to 
hearing lesser-known songs such 
as, "Wounded," "Slow Motion," 
"The Background," "Graduate" and 
"Motorcycle Drive By." 
"I really hope they play 'Slow 
Motion,'" Cornhoffsaid. "I doubt they 
will though, because it's a more seri- 
ous and controversial song." 
Tickets went on sale from 7 to 9 
p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 5 on the 
second floor of the Union. 
A line wrapped around the study 
area as students waited to buy tickets 
"I love all of their songs," George 
said. "They are so creative and 
dynamic and I think they are one 
of the best bands ever. My all-time 
favorite song is 'Semi-Charmed life.' 
Third bye Blind is the best band that 
has ever come here." 
Tickets are still on sale at the infor- 
mation desk in the Union. Ticket pric- 
es are $20 for students and $25 for the 
general public. 
BC.SU. STUDENTS ANP A   UMNI 
OVE TROTTERS BECAUSE 
"IT IS MORE FUN TO EAT IN THE TAVERN 
THAN TO DRINK IN A RESTAURANT" 
LOCATED AT 119 N. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN 
OPENS AT 5:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
PHONE: (419) 352-5895 
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ARCHING IT UP, SINKING IT 
JODDAN flOWM I THEBGNfVrt 
"ORNHOLE: Students line up their cars KI the grassy field outside of Doyl L Perry Staduim lo par- 
ake in some tailgaling fun before the Falcons first home football cjame against Temple last Saturday, 





' Late model bikes 
■ Rollerblades 50% off plus 
' Oakley shoes, sandels, clothing 
all 50% off! 
Bicycle Sales & Service 
352-9375 
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Tailgating fun must still follow regulations 
By Freddy Hunt 
Assistant City Editor 
The sound of the vortex football whis- 
tling between rows of cars, the ketch- 
up stain trying hard to blend in against 
an orange sweatshirt, the smell of hot 
dogs slowly burning on the grill. 
Whether we win or lose, the party in 
the parking lot is always entertaining. 
lack Rex has only missed two home- 
comings since he graduated in 79 and 
to him, tailgating is more than just a 
party, it's a time to reconnect with old 
friends and to see what's new with the 
University and his fraternity. 
Rex, who co-chairs the Sigma 
Epsilon homecoming committee, 
said after they finish talking business 
at the fraternity house they go to the 
undergraduates' tailgate where they 
drink and eat while they play games 
like beer pong, com hole and listen 
to music. 
"And we party until game time," 
Rex said. 
lurrying in the parking lot may seem 
ok, but patrons must follow the rules, 
especially when it comes lo boozing. 
"This year there have been changes 
at the concessions," Assistant Athletic 
I )ircctorof Internal Affairs, |im llsasser 
said. Instead of University Dining 
Services running the concessions, a 
catering company named (iladieux 
from lolcclo will be catering now. 
Beer and stadium food will be avail- 
able at the Falcon Tailgate Tent on the 
east side of the stadium in the Meijer 
tailgate park. FJsasser said beer pur- 
chased at the lent must be consumed 
inside the designated beer garden. 
Beer brought into the parking lot is 
considered open container, although 
Chief of Campus Police lames 
Wiegand said it is hard to enforce the 
law because so many people break it. 
"If alcohol is in the parking lot, we 
jusl try lo monitor it," Wiegand said. 
"We have been very fortunate, never 
had lots of alcohol-related problems 
at the football games." 
Police officer Mark Reef recalled a 
lime when beer solved a problem. 
"One time we had a guy drive away 
with a grill with hoi coals. He drove 
away and the whole thing knocked 
over in the back of his pick up truck 
and caught on fire." 
Very little damage was done because 
the fire was quickly extinguished b) a 
lew nearby fans and their beers. Reel 
said. 
Sometimes hoi coals have melted 
car tires in the parking lot, Reef rec- 
ommended that all charcoal grillers 
water down coals before dumping 
them. 
Wiegand said the biggest problem 
is the cleanup after the game so 
patrons should help oul by using the 
trash bins. 
JOHN NiWIOVE ItAL ESTAIE, INC. 
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260 
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 
(Across From Taco Bell) 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00 
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE 




12953 Kramer Re 
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Coca-Cola of Toledo 
would like to 
Welcome Back the 
BGSU Family. 
